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A forest is more than
raw material for lumber
Even if 1-hat day Should ever
come when there are no commercial
uses for wood in the United States,
the forest will remain as proud
as before, perhaps more proud.
Trees are i-,egirming to be valued

for their natural beauty.
The
American is beginning to look with
regret on his axe-ridden forests, to
la.ment his depleted woodlands.
The Ame1'iCan iS moving Out-

L*

doors, and outdoors is nothing without forests to nurture the wild life
which makes the outdoors attractive. The ft`,rest is the highest expression of a great outdoors. The
lure of the forest is the lure of outdoor life.

American forests will survive
and grow larger and more beautiful.
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FOREWORD
There is a feeling of fellowship and an esprit de corps in
the Forestry Department of Iowa State College that overflows
the bounds of the department and extends almost to the ends of
the earth. This spirit is typified by the expression, "Ames Forester. ) ,

Once an Ames Forester, always an Ames Forester. Regardless of the professions into which the forestry graduates enter
and regardless of how fa,r away from Ames they g`o, they are
always Ames Foresters. Our graduates are scattered so widely
abroad that the sun never sets on the Ames Foresters.
The phrase, "Ames Forester", connotes more than that one
has merely been enrolled as a student in the department and
may or may not have graduated. It symbolizes the innumerable
bonds of friendship which exists among Ames Foresters.
It was for the purpose of perpetuating and cementing these
friendships and to maintain an intimate relationship between
the alumni and the students of the Forestry Department that
the first volume of the Ames Forester was published in 1913.
With this, the eighteenth volume of the annual, we hope to
continue this work and to do our part to maintain the spirit of
the Ames Foresters
The Forestry Club.
The Staff.
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The High School Student and the
Profession of Forestry
Prof. G. B. MacDonald

One of the biggest problems confronting the high school stude,nt is the selection of the profession or business in which he will
fit best for his li±'e work. This involves not only the consideration of his own personality, characteristics and inclinations,
but also the question of opportunities which are, and will be,
afforded in the various lines of work. Many high schools, especially in the larger cities, give some attention to vocational
guidance which has for its purpose the assistance of students
in the selection of their life's work.
In many instances, however, the high school student gropes
around in an encleavor to find his niche and too often without
any help from teachers or others bel3t qualified to assist. Naturally the colleges and universitie,1> receive many inquiries from
high school students which are for the purpose of helping them
to decide on the line of work for which they are best fitted and
in which there might be the best possibilities for success.
The Forest Schools receilTe many inquiries from Students Who
i,hink they would like to engage in professional forestry work.
Many of these come from high school students who have very
incomplete information in regard to the possibilities of the profession, the duties required and the most satisfactory means of
preparing for this professional work. Some of the more common quest.ions which are asked are the following :
1. What subjects should be elected in high school to serve
as the best basis for a later forestry course?
2. What length of course should a student interested in forestry pursue?
3. Is it possible or profitable for a high school graduate to
take a six month's or one year practical course in preparation
for professional forestry work9
4. What does the forestry course include?
5. What kinds of work do the graduates from forest schools
engage in ?
6. Are the salaries which foresters receive equal to the salaries received in other professions 9
7. Is forestry woI'k a Passing fad Or Will there be a continuous
demand for trained foresters?
8. What are the qualifications for forestry work?
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It is with the above questions in mind that this article is prepared. It is an endeavor to answer more or less specifically
the questions which arise in the minds of high school students
who are thinking of preparing themselves for professional work
in forestry.
In discussing the high school subjects which the student should
pursue in order to secure a sound foundation for later forestry
training, I believe all authorities will agree that the first essential is to get a good grounding in fundamentals. Many students, because of poorly equipped high schools or for other reasons, reach college with out a, good preparation in grammar, English or mathematics. This is unfortunate because it handicaps
the student all through his collegle course whether this be forestry or some other line. The high school should be primarily
for foundation work rather than specialization. I do not mean
by this that the student should not be anticipating the line of
work which he expects to go into, and, so far as this is possible,
prepare himself by making a wise selection of subjects which
would be most adaptable to his work.
At the same i,ime he
should not eliminate foundation subjects.
The forester usua,lly has to do with living things and the inclusion of biology, botany, and zoology in the high school curl:culum serves a real -purpose. Forestry work also involves a thorough understanding' of economics. A foundation preparation
in this field in high school makes it possible fol® the forestry
student to take more advanced work after he enters college.
Those who have been in contact with colleg'e students for a
number of years cannot help but feel the tremendous importance
of thorough training in English, journalism and public speaking. These are subjects which are used every day and are essential tools in anv line. A student leaving college, who has
inadequate prepara®tion in these subjects, will, very frequently,
make a bad impression in applying for a position, or, if he secure-. a position will not do himself justice merely because he
is unable to express his thoughts clearly or present them in an
effective way in writing.
The high school student is usually restless and in a hurry to
get to the more technical subjects in the line for which he is
preparing. There is a tendency sometimes to overlook the fundamental subjects which are, after all, just as important as the
technical. The profession of forestry requires not only practical
men but also those of scholarly attainments-men who are able,
throug®h sound preparation, to advance to executive positions
of high responsibility. The lack of fundamental training is
sometimes the one thing which stands in the way of a man with
fine technical ability from reaching tile top.
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As I have indicated, the ambitious high school student is restless to get established in the profession of his choice. Sometimes

he is enticed to take a short cut into practical work. He may
not realize that the important thing for him to consider is not
the job which he may be able to secure immediately on completion of his training but where he will find himself ten, fifteen,
or twenty years later in the profession. Forest schools have
many inquiries in reg'ard to short courses, ranger courses,
courses of a practical nature, eta. The same idea is in view in
most of the questions-that of securing a so-called "practical
position" in the forestry field in six months or a years tim,e.
Many men have gone into forestry as a life work with no college training whatever, and have made a success. Others with
a relatively short preparation have also made a success. These
same men, however, with a thorough training would, no doubt,
have been capable o±' more rapid advancement, and also possibly
ultimately have reat'`.bed to higher levels of attainment.
Except for minor positions in forestry, it is generally realized that real preparatioh in forestry can not well be accomplished in less thaln four Years time.
The tendancy now is to
go beyond this-that is, t-o continue study for a fifth year, either immediately, or after employment for a year or two in practical forestry work. Those who have been connected with Forest Schools find that a reasonablv satisfactory preparation in
fundamental and technical subjec®ts can not be properly secured in a shorter period than four years. The student who has
the means and the inclination go beyond this four-year period
and secure an advanced deg`ree in forestry, enters the profession
with a more thorough training which is an asset the same as in
any other field. The higII SChOOl student thinking of forestry
should be determined to secure just as good preparation in his
field as other professional students do in theirs.
The four-year fore1`try course at the Iowa State College has
three definite objectives in view. First, the preparation of the
prospective forestry student witll a good lloundation in fundamental and supporting subjects. Second, providing a thorough
training in the technical branches of forest,ry work, and third,
providing as much practical experience as possible for him during his college course.

Space will not pe1®mit detailed discus-

sion of the arrangement and content of the various subjects
included in the forestry course. Briefly, a reasonable preparation in English, journalism, public speaking, mathematics, bacteriology, chemistry, physics and economics is required. Botany, general zoology, fish and game, and entomolog'y subjects
are emphasized since these are very important in forestry work.
Some engineering, includintg mechanical drawing, and several
courses in surveying- are essential. The tl`chnical work includes
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courses in silviculture, 1ogging, lumbering, marketing, planting,
forest mensuration, forest management, forest administration,
forest valuation, forest policy, forest products, timber preservalion, dendro1.ogy, wood technology, forest soils, forest entomology, forest pathology, mapping, and others.

The first summer for the forestry students is usually spent
in the forestry camp conducted by the department. This camp
is held for a period of ten or eleven weeks on a National Forest
or other suitable region. During the past sixteen years these
have been located iTl the Lake StatelJ, California, the northwest,
Colorado, and the east. This work is required of all students

and permits them to get some excellent experience in various
woods operations, including timber estimating, surveying, log
scaling, type studies and mapping, as well as to study the methods used in the administration and management of large forest areas. In addition it gives them an opportunity to study
log'ging and milling operations and other types of industries
at first hand.
The students live in tents and the traveling and other expenses are held down to a minimum. Opportunity is usually
offered for some recreation and sightseeing depending upon the
region where the camp is held from year to year.
During the second and third summers the sophomore and junior students are located on temporary positions for the vacation
periods. They go to all parts of the country for these positions
with the government, the states, lumber companies, paper companies, and others. At least one summer on practical work,
in addition to the forestry summer camp, is required of all forestry students before graduation. The contacts which the students make during these periods of temporary employment very
often result in permanent positions later.
Forestry nattlrally has i-ts appeal to the red-blooded higlh
school student. It has to do with the forests, the wild life,
the mountains, the lakes and streams-found in the most fascinating regions of the country. The prospective forester can
grow somewhat sentimental, and perhaps, rightly so. He has
in mind not only his own livelihood but sees his work extending
into the future-possibly, the planting and growing of a crop
which he, during his span of life, may not harvest. lie has in
mind the needs of a future generation. Sentiment in forestry
should not be stifled but forestry is more than sentiment-it is
a real bu~3ineiSS.

T'he high school student with lneager informa-

tion may have painted a picture which tells only a part of the
story. The mental picture of the forest ranger "riding the
range''-a fine upstanding type of young man depending largely upon his own resources, working in a wild, more or less uninhabited country,I ready to meet any emergency as it arises, is
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a picture which challenges the red-blooded young man. The
professional work in forestry, however, does not necessarily begin and end with the forest ranger patrolling his district while
keeping a lookout for forest fires. It is a tremendous field of
activity touching in it,s scope every part of the country and
having an influence directly or indirectly on the entire nation.
It involves not only the whole national forest system and organized state forestry work but also has to do with the whole
field of lumber production, distribution and utilization. Something like 10 million people in the country are depending directly or indirectly upon the products of the f'orest for their livelihood.

Each year the foresters are increasing their field of usefulness and this field will undoubtedly contiI]ue tO increase. One
needs only to look over the register of graduates of our Forest
School in order to see the tremendously wide scope of activities
for the technically trained men. Among the lines of activity
of the forestry graduates of the Iowa State College we find

many in government positions such as Assistant District Forester, Forest Supervisor, Assistant Forest Supervisor, Technical
Assistant, Fore1,t Examiner, Junior Forester, District Ranger,
Junior Range Examiner, etc. These include administrative posit-ons, investigative work, timber sales, fire protection, forest
planting and other lines.
In state work the positions are administrative and in teaching,
forestry extension and reforestation work. With timber, paper,
1umber companies and others of a similar nature, the graduates
occupy posi-tions relating to management of timberlands, reforestation, Wholesale and retail lumbering, salesmanship and many
other phases.
New and more specialized fields are developing.

In addition
to the ordinary lines of activity, specialized work in forest chemistry, tree diseases, forest entomology and in fact, in many lines
of re=earch work are opening up new vistas for the thoroughly
trained forester.
The student who enters the government forestry work usuallv
does so by taking a Civil Service examination. This is an examination which is quite exacting and the men passing it demonstrate that they have a sound fundamental preparation. Some
of the states also secure ttheir employees through Civil Service
examinations. In this way political preference is avoided and
positions are awarded on merit rather than in some other less
desirable way.
When we consider that the great bulk of the timber of the
country is in the hands of private timber companies and that
many of these organizations have not yet undertaken a constructive forestry WOrk, One Can realize that this field of activity in
a.
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the future offers excellent possibilities. Paper companies which
are dependent on the products of the forest have already engaged in practical forestrv work in order to insure raw products
for their mills.
The field of research in forestry is not far advanced. The
federal government is recognizing the necessity of an extensive
research program. Increased appropriations have already been
made. This field is calling for the highest type of technically
V

trained foresters-men who are thinkers and who are able to
initiate investigative work which will help to solve some of the
big forestry problems. The field of forest economics also offers

opportunities for highly trained practical foresters.
One of the questions often repeated by prospective foresters
relates to compensation. Salaries, of course, depend upon many
things including the native qualifications of the individual
concerned. Those men, who after passing' the Civil Service
examination, enter the LTnited States Forest Service as Junior
Foresters, are engaged, at the present time, at a salary of
$2000.00 per year in addition to field expenses when they are
away from their headquarters district. The advancement depends upon the individual capability of the lnan aS Well as upon
the opportunities which happen to be affol'ded in the locality
where the individual is located. Sometimes the opportunities
are better at one time than another. The beginning salary for
positions with lumber companies, paper companies and in other
commercial positions varies greatly. As a, general thing the
beginning salary is relatively low but the possibility of substantial increases for the men who display real ability are especially good. At the present time the salalfieS Which are being
paid technically trained foresters are comparable with the salaries which are being paid other college graduates in somewhat
similar lines-for example, engineering. There should be no
hesitation on the part of a forestry minded individual undertaking professional work in this field because of inadequate salary
recognition. After all, the ultimate salary and position will
depend not only on the training which the individual has received but also upon the personality and natural ability of the
man.
Questions are asked sometimes which would lead one to be-

lieve that there is a feeling with some that forestry is a fada profession which will become more or less popular for a time
and then fade away.
Just how this impression sometimes
comes about is a little hard to realize. When one considers

that forestry is dealing with the production of a basic resourceone which has been quite largely depleted and which must receive scientific attention, then it is quite apparent that instead
of forestry being or becoming a fad it will be recognized as a
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growing profession and one which each year will become better
understood as a business of vital importance to the nation.
If forestry were a bassing fad, there would be little, if any
justification for our forest schools. We need only to look to
some of the foreign countries to see the possibilities in the establishment of ou1- forests On a sound ee,OnOmiC bag-S in Such a Way

as to insure a continued and adequate supply of forest produt',ts for the proper developlnent and Service Of the nation.
Rather than forestry being a passing- fancy it is becoming a definite business proposition fol~ the federal government as well
as the states and the private timber producers. Any reasonable conclusion would show that the field of opportunity in
forestry will increase for many years to come.
Now, about qualifications for the forester. I am reminded a
few years ago of a young forestry student who came int,o the
office and with a rather discouraged countenance put the question, "say, prof., do you think there is ~any use of my taking
forestry?" There he stood, small in stature with not a very
commanding phyique, but a Young man who had displayed considerable native ability. Oi being asked the reason for the
question he said, "Look at me, a little runt; what can I do in
forestry?" Thi-. young lad was informed that a fine physique
is always a big asset not only in fo1-eStry but in any Other Profession; that a strong body will often be of great assistance to
the forester during strenuous field activities, but was also adv:sed that forelJtry demanded just aS good brains aS most Other
professions. This young man finishecl his college course, went
into practical forest,ry work and has been successful. No studeat should neglect his physical development, since a brilliant
mind in a poor body may function but not at its best.
As a rule, foresters are drawn to the out-of-doors. They like
the woods and a little sentiment toward the profession is not a
bad thing. Howe~i7er, this Should not be the controllingl factor.
Forestry should be looked upon as a business proposition and
one which offers good opportunities as well as a pleasant and
profitable occupation. The prospective forester should have
the desire or the irlClination to take up this field of activity.
Unless he has this desire he will probably not make a success.
He should be willing to dispense with the bright lights of the
towns and citiel, for considerable periods of time when necessary,
although the present day forester is not expected to make a
hermit out of himself.
The forester is often thrown upon his own resources. He
should be able to I,ake care of himself in the woods under adverse conditions when necessary. He should have confidence
in himself as a woodsman. Space will not permit a detailed
discussion of all the qualifications which are desirable in a for-
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e3ter. He should have reasonable ability. IIe should be a
tireless-worker. He should be dependable, without which he
will not go far. He should be a man of good character since
this profession as l\-ell as others recognizes this as an essential
quality. In fact, the qualifications for the forester are not
especially different from those which we would expect to find
in the successful business man.
In conclusion, it would be well to point out to the high school
student expecting` to take up forestry that this is a relatively
new field, is alive with possibilities, is inter-esting and is a going
profession. In forestry, as in any other line, success depends
largely upon ability, training, industry oI- application, character and dependability.
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Wood Waste as a Raw Material
Lionel K. Arnold, Engineering Experiment Station
It is estimated that the annual sawdust pile of the world
would be several times as large as the largest skyscraper of
New 'York. The sawclust is only about one-fifth of the total
waste from the lumber industry. It is estimated that 62 per
cent of each tree cut for lumber is wasted. This includes the
limbs, top, and stump as well as the waste at the mill. From
the sawlogs alone the waste is approximately 49 per cent.
Unbreakable dolls and dynamite are only two of the many
products made fl-om wood flour which is made from sawdust
and other wood wastes. In spite of the immense quantities of
sawdust and other wood wastes produced in the United States,
we are importing in the neighborhood of 12 million pounds of
wood flour every year at a cost of about 90 thousand dollars.
We are, however, producing a,bout four times this quantity
from our own wood wastes. Wood flour is made by grinding
sawdust and chipped trimming`s in mills of several sorts.
In
Europe the old fashioned burr mills used for grinding grain
are used almost exclusively. In this country burr mills, double
and single attrition mills, hammer mills, and roller mills are
all used. The finerless of the finished product varies with the
use to which it is put, from t,hat passing through a 20 mesh
screen to that passint,o' a 100 mesh screen. At least 75 percent
of the wood flour produced in the United States is made from
white pine, the remainder being chiefly from poplar, spruce,
hemlock, maple, ancl birch. Woods of high resin content do not
make satisfactory \l-ood flour for most industries. Many industries require a light colored wood flour which may be colored
by suitable dves.
u
Over 50 percent of the wood flour used in the United State~5
goes into the manufacture of linoleum, chiefly the inlaid types.
Here it is mixed with rosin, linseed oil, and kauri gum and cemented to a burlap backing. The Tl-'OOd flour used must be light in
color and capable of taking pigments. The linoleum manufacturers use both imported and domestic flour, the latter being in
general the better for this purpose.
A quite different use of wood flour is as a constituent of
dynamite. Nitroglycerine, due to its sensitiveness t,o shock,
is dangerous I,o handle. To make it less Sensitive tO Shock, it iS
diluted with wood flour. In this form it can be made into sticks
o±' high explosive which are relatively safe to handle. Considerable quantlities of wood flour are used for filler in the manufacture of unbreakable dolls. The wood flour is mixed with
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rosin, gums, and other binders and molded under pressure with
heat in bronze molds. Light-colored, semi-fibrous, import,ed
grades of wood flour are used for doll manufacture.
After
molding, the parts are dipped in a flesh colored gllue solution
which gives them the proper color. Considerable wood flour is
used as filler in phenol-formaldehyde condensation resins such
as Bakelite. It reduces the brittleness of the synthetic resins
so that they may be molded. The flour used is usually 60 mesh
or finer. A considerable amount of wood flour is combined

with a variety of binders in the production of such things as
picture fr`ames, tenpins, bowling balls, furniture legs, brush
backs, and phonograph records.
Wood flour becomes a building material in such caser, all Oatmeal wallpaper and composition flooring. In the production
of oatmeal wa,llpaper the wood flour is added to the paper pulp
before it, is made into paper. When the paper is formed from
the water suspension of pulp a,nd wood flour, the unhydrated
wood flour floats oTl the Surface and appears finally as a thin
surfacing on the paper giving the "oatmeal" effect. Composition flooring is made from caustic maoo`nesia cement, sawdust,
and wood flour. The sawdust is used in the main body of the
flooring with the finer wood flour on the surface layer.
Numerous processes for the conversion of wood waste to
sugar have been tried. The cellulose in the wood can be converted to glucose by heating under pressuye with a small amount
of sulphuric acid.
Hydrolyzed wood waste has been proposed as a cattle food. Considerable research has been done on
the fermentation of the sugars formed. It has been shown
that one ton of dry sawdust or other wood waste will yield as
much as 25 gallons of 190 proof ethyl alcohol. Several plants
for the production of ethyl alcohol from woocT waste have been
built, but most of I,hese are not considered practical. The competition of other raw materials such as black strap molasses
is keen. With improvements in the process it may be possible
to produce the alcohol more economically froln the wood Waste
than from anv other material. It has been shown experimentally
that the pent;se sugars remaining after the fermentation of the
hexose sugars to alcohol can be fermented by certain bacteria
to lactic and acetic acids. If this could be carried out commercially it might make the industry profitable. It is also
T,OSSible to recover small amounts of acetic acid and formic acid
from the b-1o-w-off liquors, probably decomposition products of

the lignin.

Turpentine and pine oil are obtained from the

bl_ow-off liquors when certain of the southern pines are hydro1yzed. These products are obtained only in small quantities
so that at pre1=ent their recovery iS not Practical.
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Great quantities of sawdust and other wood waste are burned
as a fuel. Sawdust requires specially constructed grates and
automatic feeding' devices. Most of the waste wood is utilized
for heat and power at the saw mills since it does not pay to
ship it any great distance. Many attempts have been made to
form sawdust into fuel briquettes using various binders such
as tar, resin, and waste sulphite paper lic'_uor. While good briquettes have been made from sawdust they have not been able to
compete with ot,her fuels.
The destruct,ive distillation of wood wastes to procure charcoal, illuminating gas, acetic acid, wood alcohol, and other products has been the object of considerable research. The wood
distillation industry is one of the large chemical industries but
is now facing a scarcity of raw material. In addition the competition of other chemical industries producing the same products is very keen. The use of wood wastes would help materially in solving the raw material problem. Since in the destructive distillation the wood is broken down chemically the original
size and shape of the wood pieces used would not seem to be
of importance. Efforts to distill sawdust aIld Other fire wood
waste in the usual equipment used in the industry resulted in
failure, due to d'fficulty in uniformly heating the mass, and due
to the formation of a charred layer on the inside of the retorts.
Recently a satisfactory process of continuously distilling wood
waste has been put into commercial operation in England. The
wood waste is fed into a horizontal rotary tube in which the
wood is heated. Agitators prevent the sawdust from caking on
the sides of the tube and keep it moving' to the discharge end.,
The charcoal and the volatile products r\f the distillation pass
ut of the tube into a chamber at the end of the tube. The charcoal drops to the bottom where it is clrawn off intermittently.
The volatile material is drawn out the top into condensers where
the tar and pyroligneous acids are liquified. The various products are separated and refined in the usual manner. This
plant is successfully utilizing the waste wood and sawdust from
a large wood working plant.
In the Scandinavian countries the waste slabs from the saw
mill are made into paper. This is made possible by the logging
methods used, which differ from those in this country. All of
the bark is removed from the logs in the forest so that the slabs
from the sawmill are free from bark. It, is not practical to
make paper from slabs with bark such as come from American
sawmills.

Various processes for the production of wall board and insulation board from wood wastes have been developed. Most
of these processes depend upon the mechanical disintegration
of the waste wood into fairly coarse fiber by special types of
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lnachinery such as attrition mills or modified refiners. The insulation board is made up of a mat of larger and less uniform
fibers than are used in paper. The fibers are hydrated much less
so that a greater number of less-mechanicalL Processes for Production of pulp are possible. Pulp is formed into a mat on a screen by
various machines of both the fourdrinier .1nd Cylinder types and

dried in a tunnel dryer, u~3ually of the roller type. A rather
different type of process is used by the Masonite com.pany. In
their process the waste wood is heated under very high steam
I,re:Sure until the mt_I,iSture has thoroughly Penetrated the wood.
The I,reSSure iS Suddenly released and the wood blown out of
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the gun-like pressure chamber. The rapid lowering of external
pressure causes the wood to be blown into fibers, which are then
formed into a mat on a modified fourdrinier shaker machine.
The resulting mat is dried in a steam heated hydraulic press.
when dried with practically no pre;sure an insulating type of
board `is produced. When dried under high pressure a hard,
dense board known as pressed board is formed. Boards of these
types are replacing natural lumber for certairL Purposes.
The
insulating board is used as a wall board in place of lath and
plaster, as a plaster base, and as a sheathing material.
The
pressed board is used as a base, and as a sheathing material.
The pressed board is used as a panelling material in pullman
cars, truck bodies arid furniture.
Wood in the form of shavings, excelsior., and sawdust is
used as a packing material for many thlr]gS. Sawdust is used
around bottled goods as it ak_o acts as art absorbent of liquids
in case of breakage. A considerable amount of sawdust is used
in the packing and shipping of fruit. Over 4000 tons are consumed annually in Cali±'ornia for the packing of grapes. Ground
cork was formerly used for this purpose but sawdust from
such woods as spruce and fir has proved to be both cheaper and
better.
Sawdust, as such, is used in a variety of industries.
Approximately 1100 tons of sawdust are used annually in the
rubber indust_ry. prdrdbal-1v the largest use in the leather industry is in Ike manu£act~ure of patent leathers and uppers.
After dyeing and tanning, the skins must be softened or
kneaded and then stretched. For these proce-+ses the hides must
be moistened. One method is to pile them between layers of
damp sawdust. The damp sawdust provides just enough moisture for proper softening. Different manufacturers use different kinds of sawdust varying ±'rom fine maI,1e to coarse pine.
For light, colored leathers only sawdust from lig`ht, non-staining
woods may be used. For all sorts it must be free fI'Om foreign
matter such as dirt and grease. Sawdust is also used to a minor
extent in some other tanning operations.
Considerable sawdust is used in cleaning oil from manufactured metal products such as cutlery, wire novelties, aluminum
ut-,ensils, and other metal objects.

About 2thrJtO tons a year are

used in the aluminum industry alone.

Another cleaning use

is in the fur industry. Most of the sawdus+u used in these processes
is maple sawdust, altllOugh some Other, Such aS Oak and beech, are
rised.

A considerable amount of sawdust is used on concrete floors
to prevent too rapid drying during the curing process. Only
the non-staining varieties are suitable for this purpose. Another
building use is as a heat and sound insulating material in houses.
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It is filled between the studs in the walls and between ceilings
and subfloors. It stops the convection currents and drafts as
well as acting as a direct insulating ma+uc-rial.

Itl is necessary

that the wall be so constructed as to keep the sawdust dry or its
insulating value will be low. Wall stoppings should be used to
retard fire and rodents.
Sawdust is used in the production of various manufactured
produc,ts. It is used as filler in gypsum plaster board, in composition flooring, and in concrete floor tiles and roof slabs. Sawdust is used to give porosity to various burnt clay products.
More than 7000 tone a year are used in the manufacture of silicon-carbide abrasives,, where it serves to keep the fusecl abrasive
material`in proper porous condition to allow escape of the gases
formed. A minor us,e of sawdust is in the manufacture of sweeping compounds in which it is treated with certain oils which absorb the dust. Amc,ng other uses are such as a stuffing material
for dolls and other toys, as an insulating material in storage of
ice, and in various pyrotechnics.

Ida,ho White Pi,ne-an Important Commercidl Specke8.
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Vagabonding Around the World
+

Jim McGlade

The urg-e was upon me, and there was no use in attempting
to curb it longer. For six weeks I had been on the verge o±'
realizing a desperate resolution that had been forming in my

mind for the past five or six years-to go around the world,
even if everything else had to be sacrificed. Giving nothing
an opportunity to divert my plans, I quickly assembled my
±'ew hundred dollars, obtained the all-important passport, and
secured a ridiculously cheap passage for the Orient. After
caring for these details, the remainder of the journey promised
to be easy.

With an old suitcase, a small haver-sack and the best of
intentions, I boarded the Shidzuoka Maru at Smith Cove, Seattle,
on the morning of Nov. 27, 1928. My quarters in the steerage
section of the small vessel were easily found, and I was soon
feeling perfectly at home with some 40 Japanese and two other
Americans. Twelve hours after embarking, we were leaving the
Straits and pushing out into the stormy North Pacific.
A dense and low-lying fog` blanketed everything as we steamed
slowly into Yokohama Harbor 16 days later. It was early
morning, and my curiosity at catching a view of the shores of
beautiful Nippon was not easily contained ,I; however, patience
had its reward, and by noon I was for the first time wandering
along the streets of this famous Japanese seaport. It was raining, and the ubiquitous rickshaw coolies were a constant source
of. annoyance in their endeavor to gain a ±`ew coppers. They
could not understand why a rich American (All Americans
are rich to these fortunately, or perhaps better, unfortunately
disillusioned ere,atures) sIIOuld Care tO Walk in SuClll Weather.

Everyone had donned his high clogged rain shoes consisting
of a piece of wood the shape of the foot, to which were fastened
two thin strips of the same material about -three inches in height.
They went clicking along the streets in short, mincing steps.
In the congested areas, especially the railway stations, __their
rJOming and going made, tO the unaCCuStOmeCL, a most interesting

and clattering spectacle.
Tokio is only 18 miles nortll Of Yokohama, and is much more
interesting. The two other Americans with whom I had shared
rice and waves for the past 16 days had concluded with me

that a trip to ancient Yedo was essential to a proper start for
our journeying' through Japan.
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The unrestrained curiosity of these Orientals was everywhere
evident. Often they would assemble in small crowds and do
nothing but, stare. At fir-St this habit WatJ extremely annoying,
but it took only a few days to bring on that nonchalant attitude
of the most hardened traveler-.
The capital of Japan has made a remarkable recovery since
the disastrous earthquake of, 1923. Lar'ge buildings of the
American and European plan are to be found throughout the
business section. Western dress is noticeable to some extent
here, especially on t-lie part of the men of the better class; few
of the women have forsaken the kimona for the dress.
After a long tramp we found ourselves ambling along the
Ginza, Tokio7s shopping street, and certainly not the least
interesting of sights to be found in this city of some 2 million
people. For a good mile we walked between hundreds of small
sidewalk shops where anything imaginable could be purchased.
Hawkers of all sorts were in evidence. Mitsukoshi7s and Matsuya7s department stores provecL SOurCeS Of intriguing interest

to us. It is to these stores that the father brings his entire
family and spends the day wanderiI]g from counter tO COunter.
Fortunately I had persuaded the steward aboard ship to let
me continue my residence thereon for the first niglht after
arrival, and so, guided by providence and the sign language,
I caught a train back to Yokohama late that night, listening -to
the meaningless ravings of an intoxicated gentleman next to
me en route. I was dead tired from a day of intensive sight
seeing, but was strongly convinced that it had proven to be the
most colorful day of my life.
And thus, for almost a month, I continued to wander through
Japan, visiting its fantastically constructed temples, Cryptomeria
parks, colorful villages and cities, and a myriad other features
that would fascinate even the most worldly-wise. At no place
was there demonstrated a lack of courtesy. Everywhere the
people were found tt., be unusually industrious and alert. Sometimes tlhey were not entirely free from dirt, but as a rule, clean1iness was predominately i.n vogue.
Takingl a boat from Nagasake, another American chap and
I endured two davs of horrible Oriental food before entering
the mouth of the inuddy yangtze-Kiang and catching our -first
view of the shores of Asia. Shortly later we turned up the
Whangpoo, the busiest river I have ever seen, and continued the
12 miles befo1-e docking in Shanghai. Every type of ship
from the mightiest warships to the tiny sampan. is to be found
here. Freighters under the flags of all the priLcipal countries
of the globe come to load cargo, for Shanghai is the second
busiest port in the world. Boats packed to capacity with hordes
of Asiatics are always coming and going.
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At first glance one would think Shanghai to be a western city
-only until the boat is left behind, however, for the atmosphere
o£ the East is of unmistakable character. From the outset it
is a steady fight to keep the beggars off, and forcefully convince a legion of half-starved coolies that you are physically
able to walk and carry an insignificant amount of baggage.
In this great city one encounters the extremes of life and customs. Poverty and wealth are side by side. Modern Americanstyled buildings are but a stoneJs throw from ancient temples ;
and white, yellow and brown people are to be seen on all sides.
Shanghai7s Big and Little money was a constant. source of
trouble to me. Every time a purchase was made, a handful of
heavy coppers came back as change.

There are some 500 of

these to our dollar-the number changing from day to day.
But even Shanghai and vicinity began to grow a bit tiresome
after a few days oil very intel-esting experiences, so I boarded
the Atsuta Maru and spent four of the most perfect days at
sea of which a ship 's captain ever dreamed. I was the only Eng1ish speaking individual in the entire hold t,I the vessel, but
one could never have asked for more interesting travelling companions. There were some 50 Mohammedans on their way to
Singapore among these. The nights were beginning to assume
the tropical grandeur that makes the hours of darkness at sea
unforgetable. Throughout the entire 24 hours we were able
to lie out on the hatch with only a sleeveless shirt and thin
trousers for protection.
It was from peat+eful slumbers that I was awakened on the
±'ourth morning by one of these Mohammedans in order that

I might watch the approach of Hong Kong and its beautiful
harbor. Consisting of a mountainous island rising 1500 feet
above the sea, the city makes an impressive sight. Buildings
that appear to be part of the rugged cliffs themselves, dot the
entire mountainside.
Hong Kong has one of the most beautiful harbors in the world.
The lights of the city and the ships coming and going at night
as viewed from Kowloon just across the bay, is a sT,eCtaCle in-

delibly impressed on the memory of all visitors. Even better
than this is the view afforded from the Peak, which is reached
either by a cable railway or a long, winding highway.
It was in Hong Kong that I met Pete, the representative of
a woolen concern in Holland. He proved to be a very interesting
travelling companion, and one with whom I spent some of the
most en.joyable hours of my trip. Together we visited about
everything of importance in the vicinity of Hong Kong, includ]'ng squalor in all of its forms. Being just below the Tropic, of
Cancer, it is never a,old here, and at night the streets are lined
with n'atives sprawled out on the sidewalks asleep. At five
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o'clock in the morning they are routed out to make way f'or
pedestrians and other traffic.
Two weeks after landing at Hong Kong I was saying goodbye
to it and my newly made fl-iends. A small Japanese vessel carried me safely over the China Sea to Manila. We rode the tail
end of' one of the typhoons for which this part of the world is
famous, but by sleeping Out On the hatch and avoiding the
hot stuffy hold of the ship, seasickness was avoided fairly well.
My sea legs, that were so well developed on the Pacific, had
become a bit shaky after sever-al weeks on land.
Turkish baths were unavoidable in Manila. My impressions of
IJuZOn are Still steamy. After a few minutes of exertion the
perspiration was streaming off most uncomfortably. But the
unique old wailed city and the idefinable lure of tropical climes
blotted away the unpleasantness of it all and made my visit there
a thing long to be remembered.
But there were many more countries ahead, so I was soon
promenading the ca_rgo decks and living as carefree a life as
anyone possibly could,
Folr days the ship chugged persistently southward past
countless islands of the Phillippine Archipelago. Oftentimes
we were within a few hundred yards of' the densely timbered
shores, and occasionally `lTere able tO distinguish native Villages and people. Tropical squalls were common but usually
the sea was like oil, with barely a ripple. The nights were
unsurpassable in beauty. Reclined against a large coil of rope
I used to sit for hours at the rear of the ship and watch the
livid phosphorescence in our wake. The only noise of any kind,
aside from the steady churning` of the water, was the faint whistling ofJa balmy breeze in the rigging and the regular toll of
the ship7s bell. Steadilv the Great Dipper was receding to the

north and the southeri cross was rising in the south.
Just often enough to break the monotony, calls were made at
strange and fascinating ports with more chances to suffer under
a tropical sun. Two weeks after leaving Manila the Great Barrier Reef off the North East Coast of Australia was reached.
Navigation is very hazardous here because of the millions of
tiny coral islands. A special Pilot had been taken on at Thursday Island for this 100-0-mile-run to Brisbane.
Brisbane and Sidney are half English and half American
in appearance, but, the laI]g`uag.e iS unmistakably English. Sidney7s greatest asset is its spacious harbor, to say nothing of its
beautiful beaches. My three British friends and I spent many
enjoyable nights at the latter.
Hobart, Tasmania. backed up against Mt. Wellington, is one
of the most beautiful spots I have ever seen. At almost 45 degrees south latitude it has a climate similar to the Middle West.
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It is adjacent to large Eucalyptus forests and the home of the
giant fern. Some English boys and I spent two days exploring
the vicinity most thoroughly.
Five weeks after reaching Australia I sailed from Fremantle,
arriving' in Ceylon some ten days later. Many widely travelled
people agree that this is the most beautiful tropical island in
the world. How one could be more so is hard to conceive, flor
it is everything of which story tellers write. Colombo with its
palm fringed bay, Mt. Lavinia, Kandi, and a dozen other spots
leave pleasant, memories. It is here that the east bound traveler first meets the rickshaw. Betel nut chewing is the most
noticeable habit of the natives, and is made plainly evident
by the many black teeth of participants and by conspicuous red
splotches in the streetso

With new buddies I continued on toward the West, through
the Gulf of Aden, Red Sea and Suez Canal. En route through
the latter we sa,w many unusual sitghts and were constantly
pestered by hawkers with their worthless jewelry. With Egypt
I will always associate the hawker and flies, for they are practically unavoidable at any turn on the street.
The Mediterranean which is usually warm, was quite chilly
the entire distance froln Port Said to Naples and we shivered
past the snow-capped mountains of Crete. Passing through
the Straits of Messina we were able to get a splendid view of
Etna on the mainland of Sardini_a, in eruption. Late that
night a red glow in the eastern sky indicated the location of
Stromboli in Ita1®y proper.

When in Naples, all visitors see Pompei and Vesuvius, and
they are well worth the day it takes to visit them. Aside from
these and the Blue Grotto, there is not a great deal to be seen
here.

From here we sk:rted the French Riviera, touching at Toulon,
and were soon basking in Gibralter sunlight. The latter was
a reality that woul_d have been greatly appreciated some 10
days later when I v,fas shivering in a London fog. To get the
best view of this famous rock it.is necessary to walk across the
frontier into Spain and gaze I,ack toward the south. Its massive
cliffs are as impreg'nable as any earthly spot could be.
It is a short, and unusually rough, three days journey from
Gibralter to London; so I was soon walking the circuses and
slLreetS Of this g--real, metropolis and, in SP;_te Of the Gold, I liked

it so well`that it was 16 days before it was polJSible for me to

get away. I was fortunate in making the acquaintance of a
young American chap here-we agreed to do at least a part of
the continent together.
Ten days gave us our fill of Paris, but it took a month in
Switz,erland before we even thought of leaving. The Alps were
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beautiful and the people were very courteous. Finally we parted
in Interlaken and I started for Italy.
The Milan Cathedral, the Forum, St. Peters and Venice were
sources of much interest, but I was not particularly sorry when
the Austrian frontier had been crossed and my train was approaching Vienna. Salzburg, with its old castles, Munich and
its vast beer gardens, Zurich and its forests, Heidelberg, The
Rhine, I-Iolland, Belgiuln, the Battlefields and finally Paris again
brought to an end my vagabonding on the continent.
Shortly later I returned to London and after a very interesting
drive by car through Central England and the Lake Country
I found myself in dear old Scotland. But it was only a week
until I was gliding down the historic Clyde and away from Glasgow.

On the morning of the tenth day out, the skyscrapers of lower
Man_hattan appeared through the fog of New York Harbor,
and in th:rty minutes we were docking alongside good old terra
firma.

It was hot. New York was dirty and I was tired but there
could be no denying that the feel of old U. S. A. under my feet
once more was a mighty welcome experience. Even having to
pay as high ,as $2 a day for- hotel rooms again COu]d not extinguish my joys.

Norway Spruce bn Germany om a 100-YeaJr Rotation.
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Forestry in the Paper Industry
Bv
Charles A. Rindt
u
The problem of reducing` costs of operation is of prime imi

portance in any industry. In this era of mass production and
intensive competition especially, every cent of cost on the unit
of finished product must be justified. Every cent that is run
down and pushed off the cost of the finished product is a victory.
It means that much advantage over other companies producing
the same commodity that llaVe not been 1!ortunate enough to
ferret out the unnecessary pellny, and that much mOl'ae Stability
for the more efficient ol-ganization.
In supplying a paper mill with wood, there are certain costs
that are taken for granted as being necessary today for no more
sound reason than that they have been necessary in +the past.
Quite contrary to this ingrained idea, these costs are not necessary and can be controlled ; in many cases they can be eliminated.
These costs are
Freight on wood
Interest on investments in stored wood
Insurance on stored wood
These costs have been necessary -because paper mills have developed without gilring any attention to tile possibility of eliminating them. The result -is that today hundreds of thousands
of dollars are being added to the cost of production that would
not have to be added if a little foresight ILad been used and a
little thought given to the location of the timber supply.
These costs Vary for different mills depending on the lengt,h
of freight haul that is necessary and the amount of wood that
is held over as being a safe working supply.
For an example
of the maglnitude of these costs, consider a mill that uses 100,000
cords of wood per year. A small amount of the 100,000 cords
usually comes from fal-mers and small operators close to the
mill who cut from stands of seconcl growth and from small
isolated patches of virgin timber. TIliS local wood that iS Within trucking distance of the mill requires no freight rate, and
from this up to 80 cents per cord of peeled wood for that wood
that is out of the range of trucking distance and has to be freighted a sort distance. By far the greater bulk of the 100,000
cords comes from sources 200 to 300 miles distant from the mill
and carries a freight rate of from $3.00 to $4.25 per cord of
peeled wood. The annual freight bill under these conditions
amounts to approximately $250,000. The price of the wood is
no more when it comes from the area adjacent to the mill than
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when it comes from 300 miles away; yet the actual cost to the
mill is $4.25 per cord more from the distant sources than from
the closer.

Cwl-Over Lands Whi,ch Wth Be Reforested

A full year's supply of wood in northern mills is usually
held in storage as being considered a safe working supply.
100,000 cords of wood represent an investment of approximately
Sak2o?10n7tOsOOtJoW;h7i2C,hooi6 I:7eirnSgy:dalr:- uTshuealilnyte5reOStp:rncetnh:S oirnViSotr=e#
this investment is represented by money actually borrowed and
interest must be actually paid on it, but regardless of whether
or not it is borrowed, the investment is there and is idle. What
interest is not being paid out is lost from an investment that
could be earning it and should be charged to the cost of the
wood. This wood that is stored in the yards is insured, which
adds another $5,000 to the burden that it must carry.
The total amount that must be added t,o the actual purchase
price of the 100,000 cords is, therefore, approximately $327,000.
A mill that uses 100,000 cords of- wood per year and reduces
it to pulp by a chemical process, produces a',bout 160 tlons of
paper per day or 50,000 tons per year. The burden of $327,000
of frl`;ght, interest, and insurance on wood, adds therefore,
$6.50 to each ton of paper produced.
What would be the position of a paper company today that
could cut $6.50 off the cost of each ton of paper that it produced ?
The pJ®eSent over Capacity development in all grades of paper
consumption, would mean little to that company. The ad-
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vantage would not only mean a greater profit per ton of paper
produced, but would also mean the abilitv to undersell competition, to consume freight, rates on deliveri'es to a wider marketing field, and would result in a steady _full time full capacity
operation at the mill when other mills would be passing out
of existence.
The possibility of reducing these costs were overlooked ]®ll
the past by mills that weI~e in a position at One time tO COntrOl
them. There are mills today. which are so located as to be able

to control them in the future. These mills are fortunate. If
the} take advantage of the possibility, they will, in the future,
have a deciclecl adl7antage over mills that are not so advantageously located. There are mills that have enough idle purely
Ford-st Crop Land adjacent to them to supply them with pulpwood in perpetuity. In many cases, the la~nd lies within trucking
distance of the mill which if it were producing pulpwood, would
eliminate freight rates, for the trucking cost from the woods
to the mill would be no more than the trucking cost from i,he
woods to the shipping point on wood being purchased today
and which cost is figul®ed in the price of the wood before the
freight rate is added. In many other cases where the land
does not lie within trucking distance, the freiglht rate on the
wood produced would be a great deal less than the rate now being
paid. In either case there would be a saving of most of the
freight rate if not all of it and there would be no necessity
for a reserve supply of wood in the yard f'or the producing area
with its standing tl®mber would assure a safe working supply
not only for one year but for many.
This idle land is, in most cases, non-agl®icultura1, purely Forest Crop Land and if` not already delinquent, can be purchased
from the owner at verv low figures. Large blocks have sold
for a dollar an acre anud less and anv amount can usually be
bought for two dollars per acre.
In many cases, the land has second g`rowth timber and reproduction established on it that will be ready to cut in periods
varying from 5 to 30 years. \ This future value is not recognized
by the general public, but nevertheless is a real value and often
amounts to a great deal when expected future yield is taken
into consideration. Those portions which have to be planted can
be planted for between $5.00 and $6.00 I,el- acre, and, When
planted, are assured of 100 percent stocking and will mature
for pulp wood in between thirty and forty years. By proper
and wise selection in buying reproduction and plantable lands,
it is I,OSSible tO Supply a mill from its own stands of timber in
a relatively shortl time, at any rate before planted stands have
become mature and before the present supply from the open
market becomes inadequate.
a.
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It is a foregone conclusion that conditions are not going to
become better in the future than they are today. While no
advance in freight rates-is predicted for the next 30 years,
an increased length of freight haul is certain. If the source
of supply recedes only far enough to increase the rate 50 cents
per cord, $50,000 is at once added to the yearly burden carried
by the wood supply. Interest rates too will no doubt remain
the same, but if it is necessary to keep a year7s supply of wood
ahead today, it. will be doubly necessary to do so tomorrow and
in the future.
150,000 acres of land, if handled right, will SUT,Ply 100,000

cords of wood per year. At $2.00 an acre, the investment in
land to supply wood in perpetuity is orlly $300,000, which is
less tha,n the yearly burden now beintg carried by the wood.
The interest on theo investment in land would be only a small
portion of the interest being paid each year on the investment
in stored wood.
By adding 50 cents per cord, as a probable conservative increase in freight rate and leaving interest on stored wood the
same as it is today, a conservative estimate of probable future
yearly costs to be borne by the wood supply is :
100,000 Cords

Freight
Interest on

$300,000.00
Stored Wood

Insurance on

___.___________.______

Stored Wood __________________

72,000.00

5,000.00

$377,000.00

The yearly costs orl a 150,000 acre forest would be conservatively :
Interest on land investment _______.____________ $ 9,000.00

Fire Protection, 10 c per Acre ._____.____.______ 15,000.00

Administration

10 a

pel'

Acre

________________ 15,000.00

10 percent yield tax (stumpage at $2.00
per Cd.)
Taxes under Forest Crop Iaw

30,000.00
15,000.00

There is a d-fference of $293,000 in yearly expenses or $6.00
per ton of pal,er Produced and the mOneV spent On the Forest,
is spent on 30 years supply while that spent on wood under
the present system is only one year's supply. In addition to
this material saving-, the company owning its own timber
supply is assured against increases in stumpage values. If
stumpage increases ill Price during` the next 30 years only as
much as it has in the past 30 years, another $100.000 will be
added to the cost of the open market wood and $100,000 can
L
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be considered as being saved each year by the company practicing Forestry. $100,000 a year would finance an extensive
Forestry program.
Even if all savings of freight, interest and stumpage were
disregarded, the mill with its own wood supply is assured of
a wood supply regardless of market conditions and wood shortages. It is assured of the species that it is equipped to use
and is assured of wood of the best quality.

Tqypical 2-0 White Spr'uce Stock Used in Refore8tkmlg.

Another advantage that should not be overlooked, that a
Forestry Department adds to a mill, is a lot of valuable advertising' that brint5OIS results. The things that impress buyers
and salesmen after a visit to the mill that has a Forestry Department, is the Forestry Nursery and the planted stands of
pulpwood. These thing`s lend an atmosphere of permanence and
sincerity to a paper industry that stands out above all other
features.
Those inills especially that are located so that they can control
their future wood supply should be awake to the aclvantages that
they have over mills not so located for the que;stion "Can a
paper industry afford to practice For-eStry?" iS fast Changing
to the question "Can a paper industry afford to not practice
Forestry ? ' 7
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Africa for Foresters
I

By E. L. Vinton

I sailed fo,r Liberia, as the average American, with my head
full of wild ideas that were equal in IlOundatiOn tO the Stork,
Santa Claus, and Paul Bunyan. I was much comforted by seeing no bands of blacks in quest of a white manJs heart. They
donJt even make it a I,raCtiCe Of killing whites, let alone eating
them. I awaited in trembling anticipation to see long, slimy
serpents hanging from the many boughs that overhang the

rivers-but not a one (I was sober).

The terrible heat that

is supposed to poach one7s brain and make life unbearable only
affected the mercury to the extent of 93 degrees. The ferocious
lion does not inhabit the deep jungle and the stealthy leopard,

whose tail I nearly trod upon,
ran like the family tabby that
I
has been caught drinking out, of the cream pitcher.
The associates whom I had and folks whom I met in the tropics
were no different than those in California, New York, or Iowa.
The "beach combers" and whites that t-tgo native" are great
material for movies but a very rare species indeed. The only
members of the Firestone staff who were not college graduates
were the few mechanics and carpenters. This is also the general
condition among all other companies that have interests in that
country.
The health conditions in the tropics are a major consideration
and, being recognized as such, there has been a constant drive
for improvement. During the past four years that Firestone
has been in Liberia there have been several hundred whites
employed. There have been three deaths. One woman, whose
religion kept her from taking quinine, died of malaria; the
other two were accidents. The man-davs lost, due to sickness
among the whites, are but a small perc;ntage greater than the
average for this country.
What are the chances of advancement? A verv common
and vital question. My experience has led me to buelieve that
the qualified forester has a better chance for advancement in
tropical work than in the States. In the first place, tIle Organizations are not too large to waf,ch their junior members and
give recognition to value received. Men who follow up tropical
work are able to re'tire at a relatively early age, thus giving
their place to the one below. Work in the tropics is expanding
which also gives greater opportunities for advancement. Perhaps, the greatest reason is because of the relatively rapid turnover of the white staff. This may be caused by several factors;
a man Who may marry a woman who does not like the remoteregions, one7s folks may be to,Teatly upset by his being in Such
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"unheard of" places, or the man himself may py-efer more
civilized life. Alongl with these will follow the same reasons
that cause people to change around in our every day life.
The "Lure of the Tropics" is that indefinite something that
keeps beckoning to one as he sits with his evening pipe on the
moon-floo,ded veranda and tries to come to a decision between
Polaris or the Southern Cross. This lure is built up by the
quaint customs of the native tribes. Their dress, dances, music,
laws, superstitions, art and harmony with nature are a constant
source of interest. The deep notes of the signal drum may
be relayed ±®rom one end of the country to the other ; the "bush
telegraph" of the aborigines. Different notes of the drum will
indicate a birth, a death, a battle or a marriage. To magnifiy
this lure we have the varied denizens of the jungle. The monks
and chimps swing, play and chatter throughout the jungle,
undaunted by fences, chains, or red hats, and unattracted by
the proverbial peanut.
Their cousin, the three-toed sloth, is
amusing through his lack of agility. This creature is known as
the "softly-softly" (slowly-slowly) and well deserves the title
as its movements are quite similar to a slowed-up motion picture.
The "no sawy" bird vyi_th the big head and small sense holds
a unique position in bird life. A beating of drums will so excite this bird that it forgets to fly and falls like a crippled
aiI'Plane. Wild life to no end, beautiful, intel-esting and strange.
And then the climate that is warm and moist and very uniform
is a great attraction. A rang`e of 30 F degrees for two years
as my observation. This would seem to be monotonous to one
who has been accustomed to looking at tELe mercury before

deciding on his daily attire, but it is generally accepted as a
rare treat. It is a very easy monotony to withstand and soon
develops the "manvana" or "softly-softly" spirit.
of course, there are disadvantages to off'set the pleasures and
advantages of tropical work. In the first place the "manyana"
spirit, so necessary while in the tropics, is something that must
be lived down before one can return to the rapid swing \of
civilized life. One becomes mentally lazy as well as physically
and has to overcome this before he will "be a fit' in any organization. The experience one has will be of a different kind
tlhan he can use to good advantage in temperate climates. My
administrative work in IJiberia may have been a Success though
it was carried out with a "male fisted" policy that would not
avail que in this country. There is also the disad\7antage Of
getting decidedly out of touch with the forestry profession and
having to start in as a beginner because one has missed out onthing's that have changed since the last contact.
In general, it is a great experience as well as a profitable
adventure.
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Research for the Forester
Prop. J. A. Larsen

In these times we cannot live one complete day without coming
in contact with research in some form or other. In the brief
space of twenty years the spirit of investigation has grown
from a hobby to an obsession. We inquire into everything from
pickles to palaces. With some it is a fad, but with most it
is a serious business. The urge to discover new facts, establish
new laws and compound new formulae actuates every profession
and the foresters not the least.
Forestry, like any other profession or science, cannot exist
or progress without research. New facts are the life tonic; new
ideas and applications stimulate it to larger, more effective and
more useful operations. Some of the things brought to light
in this profel3SiOn Within the last fifteen years have well-nigh
revolutionized the practices of silviculture, grazing and the utilization of the forest products.
In this article the purpose is to present to the forest school
student and the prospective stu-dent, the scope of forest research,
the organizations conducting such research, the opportunities
for employment upon graduation, and to give a few hints regarding preparation for forest research as a life occupation.
You ask, "What is there yet to do and discover in forestry,
and what al+e my chances?" The work which lies ahead is not
confined to any one single line of endeavor, but covers a vast
array of subjects which will appeal to men of different bent,
inclination, training` and temperament. Briefly stated, some
of these different lines are silviculture, which involves the raising and managing of the forest crop ; protection from fire, insects or diseases, each of the last three requiring experts in their
respective lines ; grazing and the management of the vast cattle
and sheep ranges, particularly in the western United States;
forest utilization and investigations into the. multifarious mechanical, physical and chemical properties of wood, and fitting
them to different industrial uses; forest economics with problems in taxation, transportation, supply and demand. These
various lines will be taken up in greater detail in the following
Pages.

Some of the forest problems require years of study, others
may be finished within comparatively short time; some are
solved by the repeated observation on established plots ; others
are solved by conscious experimentation of a high order. Some
are out in the vast open stretches while others must be attacked
in the laboratory. Each and all offer a very fascinating field
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and lead to the establishing of original information which gives
lasting satisfaction to the devoted and enthusiastic investigator.
In the field of silviculture (forest production) you may not
discover new trees but vou can help round out the knowledge
of those already on theu list. The forester is ever seeking accurate information on a hundred and one different points. He
wants to know in what kind of soil or on what slope or exposure
the seed will catch best after he has made a cutting; when,
how and where he should plant trees to the best advantage;
what species grow best and make the most desirable form in
pure stands or in mixed forest ; what trees are wind firm ; what
are the enemies to trees in the various stages of their development
and how may these be prevented or combated; how shall the
slash be disposed of after logging? These are only a few of
the myriad questions which come up when we really begin to
manage our forest scientifically, and when we consider that
there are ten or twelve different forest r'``,gions in th-®s country,
each with a great number of trees never -beflore made the subject of careful study, we will readily understand that there is
no danger of running out of problems for some time to come.
In the line of forest protection, some of the matters that
must be settled are what constit,ute dangerous or critical -fire
weather conditions? How may the forests be classified and
rated 6n the basis ot` relative fire hazard or inflammability?
Where are the most dangerous zones and what factors contribute
toward increasing this danger? Classifications and methods of
combating forest insects and diseases are incomplete, and these
lines offer interesting fields for pathologists and entomologists.
In forest utilization we must know what the various species
of trees are suited for; how best they may be manufactured
into lumber; how seasoned an-d prepared for the market. If
a tree does not sell, the forester and lumberman must, through
experimentation and investigation, discover and demonstrate
its application in certain lines of manufacture. The forester
must investigate and develop methods of getting the most out
of extractives of resin, oil, turpentine, and tannin. He must.
know how much each tree will Yield and discover means of increasing or perfecting the output. He must determine the
strength of each species and by numerous and repeated mechanical tests involving` hardness, breaking strength, elasticity, durability and penetrabilit,y, and since there are about five hundrecl
different trees in the United States, one may gain some impression of the enormous work ahead in this line alone.
In the grazing industry and range management the forester
meets questions of carryintg capacity, methods of herding, bedding and salting and other means by which he may prevent, over
I/

grazing the entire 1~ange Or Certain spots and realize the maXi-
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mum beef production without injury to the range. There exist
poisonous plants which every year take a heavy toll of livestock.
There are many difficulties in rodent and predatory animal
elimination. Most of these problems are investigated by the
Forest Service through their office of Grazing and in cooperation with the Bureau of Plant Industry or the Biological Survey. For the solution of these there are experts in the field
at all times and in all parts of the western U. S.
For those leaning toward mathematics, statistics or political
economv there are problems awaiting sc`1ution in forest land
allocatiuon and valuation, transportation, export and impoirt,
et,a. The forester must help solve the problems of supply of
raw material to established industries, assist in the adjustment
of prices and costs of transportation so as to stimulate a healthy
demand, growth and utiliza+.ion of the ft\rest products in each
region. Research in this field falls properly in the sphere of
forest economics and is handled in a branch of the federal
Forest Service in Washington. For those of legal bent, knowledge
alnd training in forestry, there await problems in taxation, legislation and protection which may foster and stimulate raising
of the forest crop and prevent injurious exploitation or destruction.
The agencies conducting forest research in this country are :
the federal Forest Service ; the Carnegie Institute; the various
states which maintain departments of forestry, and some lumber
manufacturers, pulp and paper compan-®ef,, timber breservation
concerns and miscellaneous woodworking industries. By far
the most active and comprehensive is that of the U. S. Forest
Service which has established and manned a forest experiment
station in each principal forest region in this country numbering
thirteen in all. Each of these stations has a director who usually
has the title of Senior Silviculturist with a salary somewhere
about $5,000 per year. LTnder him are trained men ranking
as Associate Silvicu]turists with salaries of_' $3,800 to $4,400 per

year, and Assistant Silviculturists with salaries of $2,600 to
$3,100 per year. The new appointees are designated as Junior
Foresters with salaries from $2,000 to $2,500 per year. The men
in the upper grades carry responsibility for certain lines of forest investigations assigned to the eXPerimeflt Stations, Plan t,he
studies, conduct the field work and prepare progress and final
reports. They naturally work in close cooperation with the director. The new members may not assume direct responsibility
±'or a study until he has mastered certain field methods and
proved his ability. These stations are engaged primarily in
silvicultural studies.
The U. S. Florest Service conducts a fforest products laboratory located at Madison, Wis., where mechanical, chemical and
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other properties of wood are studied. The field of the Forest
Products Laboratory is as wide as the entire United States. The
experts who have their headquarters at Madison may conduct
railroad t.ie service tests in Maine or in O1-egOn ;1umber manufacturing studies in Minnel3Ota and Louisiana. The inve'stigative
projects centered in this laboratory would in themselvel. make
a tabulation longer than this article. It will be sufficient to
mention briefly some of the main leads., which are: wood preservatives, wood chemistry, hydrolysis and extractives; pulp

and paper embracing alkaline pulping, acid pulping, fiber processing and waste utilization. In the line of timber mechanics
are studies in structural timbers, gradiTig rules and working
stre-3SeS, woods Suitable for aircraft COnStruCtiOn, Shipping COn-

tainers and propertiel. and uses generally. Timber physics, wood
preservation, wood g'1ueing studies, wood finishing` and moisture
proofing constitute cnnother line ; other projects include milling,
requirements of the wood consuming industries, and development
of the little used species, eta. The men employed here have
titles and designations in accordance with their several lines of

work,-Forst Engineer, Forest Chemist, Dry Kiln Expert, eta.
When a project, has been completed, either at the laboratory or
at one of the experiment stations, the man who has been in charge
generally prepares the final report designed for publication.
It is usually issued in print as one of the government a.irculars
or bulletins, or it may be published in a trade journal or technical periodical of wide circulation. The men who have conducted the study and prepared the report receive their due
credits as authors of the article or bulletin.
rc5rdF]
Within the variotl.s state forest organizations there exists cGa3 =F].I
actually is carried on, considerable work in demonstration
experimentation especially under the extension service or
cooperation with the forest schools, which are integral parts
of the state agricultural colleges. The work consist in establishment of demonstration shelterbelts, planting to control
erosion, woodlot management, methods of cutting and harvesting
timber and preservation of forest products such as fence posts,
building materials and wood using industries.
Lumber, veneer and wooden ware concerns, pulp and paper
companies,eta., have of late years engaged men with forestry
training and research ability in their endeavor and eagerness
to discover new uses for their timber, improved methods of manufacture and utilization, and new outlets for their products. Not
infrequently they own land which must be reforested and this
invariably involves considerable preliminary experimentation
before they can embark upon a fixed and definite program, which
means expenditure o±l large sums of money.
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A student who looks forward to a life of forest research in
any of the above lip_es will do well to enroll in and complete
one of the regular four-Year courses in forestry given at a recognized school. In the pursuit of his studies he will come in
contact with men who have had experience in various lines
of forestry, including forest research. It will be well to seek
summer employment at one of the government forel3t experiment stations either east ol- west. By this he will earn some
money, learn at first hand some of the methods and problems
and establish contacts which may help land him a position later
on. During junior and senior years he should endeavor to
read certain outstanding investigative reports in order to get
into the spirit of the work and study technique of analyzing
data, writing reports and drawing conclusions. He should also
endeavor to choose elective studies which will further his knowledge of the chosen line.
a/

A Fine Stand of Lodgepale Pkprbe in the Northerrb Rockbe8.

Upon graduation he may be able to pass the Ci\`il Service
examination and obtain the position as Junior Forester with
one of the Experiment Stations. But in order to become a very
outstanding research worker in his field he should return to
a forest school and pursue studies for his Master's degree, specializing the while in the line of work and studies which contribute directly if possible toward his own preferred line.
For research in the field of silviculture undergraduate work
should include the natural sciences such as Botany, Geology,
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inorganic and organic Chemistry, Physics, Biology and studies
of Soils. For Grazintg it would be well to emphasize Ecology,
Taxonom'-_c Botany, and bl~eeds of livel3tOCk. For resea,rch in forest

products one would naturally need Mechanics, Dynamics, Organic Chemistry, Higher Mathematics statistical methods, etc., and
for the branch of forest economics, Political Economy, Transportation, Taxation, Business, Law, eta.
Forest research is now firmly established in the United States.
The funds appropriated by the McNary-McSweeney bill equal
$3,625,000. The amounts available for 1930-31 from this fund
arid from regular annual appropriations for forest investigations will be about as follows :

Appropriation
Control

Control

o±'

insects

of

________.___

diseas,es

____._____

164,000#

=:{¬ (Insect,s and diseases combinecl)

Forest Exp7t. Stations
Range Invel3tigatiOnS _

Forest Products Lab. _
Forest

Survey

___._________

Fore~st Economics _________

Available from
McNary-McSweeney
Authorization
$ 214,000
142,000

473,000
85,000
635,000
125,000
50,000

Forest Fire Th7eather _
Forest Wild Life
Total

35,240
68,000

__..__

----------------------------

$1,532,000

$

459,240

In conclusion, research in any line ancl not least within the
field of forestry demands thorough and consistent training from
the very start in undergraduate eclucatit,n and presupposes
graduate work aiming` to develop originality, independence and
scientific methods. The successful investig'ator must above all
Other things be a good Student and amass a background Of knowledge; he must use resourcefulness ancl perspicuity in attacking a problem, and be possessecl with inexhaustible patience and
perserverance in following his studies through to the end.
He
should have tolel~ance ±'or other people7s ideas and respect for

any trace or inkling of information which may throw light on
his own problem. The opportunities beckon the well trained
and capable student and promise a life of absorbing interest
characterized by useful and lasting gel-vice.
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Letters from a Footloose Forester
By John Schwartz
Trail Camp,
Sauk, Wash.,
July 14, 1928.
Dear Ken:
Really I'm sorry, old fellow, that you didn't come out here
with me this summer. You7re missing some wonderful experiences, and a great deal of good fresh mountain air, by hanging
around town.
I am located on the Mt. Baker National Forest., in a Forest
Service trail camp, twenty-five miles from the nearest town.
There are ten men in camp, including the cook. Supplies and
mail are brought up once a week by pack train. We are working on a trail project which, when completed, will be ten miles
long. The work thus far has been quite enjoyable, and, altho
hard, is far from monotonous, as we ar`e continuously moving
forward into new and interesting territory. ThereJs not much
danger of a sunstroke in this country. The timber is`so dense
that the sun seldom shines directly on one, and the air is always cool.

Golly! but this is a steep, rough country. If I stay out here
long, and climb many of these hills, I7m afraid one leg will
become shorter than the other, and theyJll be classifying me as
a sort of "Side-IIil1-Gouger''. We are virtually in the heart
of the Cascade Mountains, and boy, what high old hills they
are. Rising from almost sea level they attain elevations of
from 6000 to 10000 feet. The lower slopes and valleys are
heavily timbered with Douglas 'Fir, Hemlock, Cedar, Firs, and
other less important species. At 5000 feet there is a gradual
thinning out of trees, and 6000 feet is usually considered the
timberline. Here the large-growing species of the lower elevation have been replaced by hardy alpine species (Alpine Fir,
Mountain Hemlock, Alaska Cedar, and White Bark Pine).
I had some interesting experiencelJ at the ranger Station before they finally sent us out to this camp. As I arrived there
several days in advance of others of the crew, the ranger put
me to work at odd jobs around the station. The morning of
the first day I was put at telephone line repair work. Shortly
after lunch that same day a severe lightning storm passed over,
starting several fires in the district. As a result I climbed
my first real mountain in search of one of them.
Next day, I was initiated into the mysteries of throwing a
"diamond hitch," and horse-packing ill general, then sent
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with two horses, to pack supplies to a lookout station seventeen

miles away-and it seemed as many miles up.
was full of grief.

Well, that trip

A description of the countle-5S times

I :I+;=iH-=

packed those animals, and the language I used, together
the fact that I spent the night half-way up the mountain
huddled in a driving, cold rain would perhaps be better
unwritten.
Well, Ken, old heart breaker, let me hear from you this
summer. Give me a lineup on what you are doing.

Your Pard,
Lang
c,ng

,,¬

3!

Green Mt. Lookout,
Mt. Baker Nail. For.,
Sept. 3) 1928.

Dear Ken :
Soon after I wrote to you, in July, I was transferred to this
lookout station. I am the second man to try this job. The
first stayed only one week, got his fill of lonesomeness and big

bears-which are numerous-and then quit.
IJve been up here allnOSt two months, now, and have become
quite well acquainted with this "elevated" occupation of a fire
lookout. The nearest town is thirty-eight miles away. Mail
and supplies are brought, up every three or four weeks, a telephone is my only means of communication with the outside world.
At times, even that fails.
Altogether, I have seen about a dozen people during my stay
up here, six of them belonging to a g®overnment survey party,
two sIleePherderS, and-the rest, Forest Service employees. For
the past two weeks I haven7t seen a single soul, and boy! it
has been lonesome.
As this is a secontl.ary lookout (Green I,fountain, Elev., 6000
ft.) there are none of the conveniences ant-i improvements one
is accustomed to fipJding at a Primary Station. My shelter is
a wall tent, pitched a quarter of a mile below the I_ookout point.

rllhe darned thing` is so small that I awake each morning to

find my feet protrudinto`ol under the rear wall. I have no stove
and my dishes consist of a tin mess-kit, a sk_illet, and a tin can,
in which I make coffee. A nearby snowbank furnishes necessar.v
water.
At the lookout point there is no sort of shelter. It is merely
a high rocky peak 1`oo small and rough for any practical structure. Here, mounted on a lJOX, iS an Osborne Jr. firefinder.
With this rather unstable bat`e and slnal1 ±irefinder one would
harfllv exrenJt Very accurate results. They are surpr;singly
O,

so? tho.
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WalchingtoTb.

The view from this point is excellent in spite of the fact
there are higher peaks roundabout. Ten miles, directly east
of here is the summit of the Cascacle range running almost
north and south. Glacier Peak, the most imposing mountain
of this locality, looms up, at seeming'1y my back door. In reality,
tho, it is twelve mi]e1. tO the southeast. It is the fourth highest
mountain in the state-an extinct volcano encrused with glaciers.
Snowfall in this region is unusually heavy during the winter
months, depths oil twenty to thirty feet being not uncommon.
Around six thousand feet, one reaches the level of eternal
snow. Above thi,s elevation snowbanks linger all summer, and
here and there fair sized glaciers are found.
Most of the region here on Green Mountain above the 4500foot level is composed almost entirely of open -alpine meadows.
Rare beautiful flowers grow everywhere in abundance. Each
sulnmer the Service allows a band of sheep to graze over these
meadows. This summer 2200 head were brought lip.
There have been just two fires in this district, all season.
So you see` I haven't been overworked spotting new ones.
A severe lig'htning storm passed over this region last week,
but the heavy rain which followed apparently extinguished
all strikes.

Another week shall likely find you back in the traces at school,
eh? Wish I were c'oming back this year.
luck, old boy.

Here7s wish®ng you

Your Old Pal
Lane.
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Darringto-n, WalJhingtOn,
U. S. a. L. O. Survey
October 12, 1928.

Dear Ken:
Do you remember the government survey party I told of, tIlat
was working on Green Mountain this past summer? Well, this
fall after I had finished my job with th_e Forest Service, the
chief of this party offered me work with them. Their season
lasted two months longer, and as I had no particular hurry to
exchang-e the tall timber for the bright lights of town, I accepted
-po~_'sibly, the most important reason was that I wanted to
become better acquainted with the region. At anv rate, I
am now the chief' operator of a highly simplified iistrument
generally
known as an axe, and my title on the payroll is ttAxeman. ))
The object of this survey (General Land Office) is the subdividing of towI]ShiPS into Sections. Because of the fac,t that this
country is so extremely rough and inaccessible it is still praGtically in a virgin state, and a considerable portion remains to
be surveyed and accurately mapped.
The entire party consists of seven men-the chief, the rear
chainman, front chainman, axeman, flagman, cook, and the
packer. The latter two have no part in the actual survey work,
however.
In the fielid we work as follows : the chief sights the flagman

in on a line, at, some distance away. He in turn sets a temporary
point over which the chief makes his next setup. The axeman,
who goes either ahead or behind the instrument man, cuts brur`Sh
and blazes all trees on or close to the line. And last comes
the aha:nman. The rear chainman takes and records the measurements. He also takes the angle of the tape at each stick and
makes necessary corI'eCtiOnS-OCCaSiOnally, the line may ascend or

descend as much as three thousand feet in one mile. Due to
the general rugtgedne,is and dense plant growth of this region,
a mile of line is usually accepted as standard for a day7s work.
Believe it or not, Ken, I have lately beta,ome acquainted with
downrig`llt hard WOrk. They call it back-packing out here. It
is all that the term implies and a good cleal more. Certainly
I can appreciate a pack horse Js viewpoint now. Much of the country is too routgh and inaccessible to work from the main camp.
Therefor-e the most expedient method iS tO Pack in blankets
and grub on the b,lck, and camp tempo1-a'rily in Places most
convenient to the work.
Well itJs time I was hitting the old sleeping-bag. Had a tough
day, today. and tomorroTIT Will likely be worse.
line sometime.

Drop me a

As Ever,
Lang'
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Olympia, Washington.
March 20, 1929.

Dear Ken:
I have found that this Northwest country, besides being a
g1~eat-lumber Producing Section, iS One Of the WOrld'S greatest

rain producing regions.

When it isn't 1'ainy, it'S foggy, and

when it isn7t ±'og'gy, it7s getting ready to rain some more. ThatJs
the reason why people out here all become web-rooted.
After wi7Ork On the Survey Was completed, last fall, I came

to this town, and got work in a sawmill, piling and sorting
lumber for an inspector~and here I have worked ever since.
There's nothing about the job that involves responsibility, to
any degree, or even to learn t.o'rades and lumber dimensions.
This mill is lan averaged sized one, cutting about 400,000
board feet daily. Douglas fir logs, which are used entirely,
are brought to the mill in large rafts. Boss carriers are the
chief means of transporting the lumber to different sections of
the mill yard. Two large cranes are employed chieflv to pile
lumber for storage in the yard, and to load flat cars aid scows.

A Skde Camp.
t

Enough about the mill for the present. I want to tell you
of my recent trip to Paradise Valley, on Mt. Ranier. I had
long heard of its s,plendid possibilities for Winter SPOrtS, an,d

hoped that I might-during my stay here, have an opportunity
to enjoy them. Fortunately for me, my hopel, were destined to
be realized, for last week some friends invited me to accompany
them on a trip to this mountain.
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We journeyed as far as Longmire Sprintc±rs by auto. Here the
road ended because of the increasing depth of snow,` and we
were obliged to hike, on snowshoes, the remaining six miles.

Arriving at Paradise Inn about noon, we ate dinner, then without wasting more valuable time, rented skiis, and started out
for an, all too brief, afternoon of fun. And what a good time
we did have-skiing down those loll.g Slopes each taking his
share o±' spills, and kiddint]ol.

The snow was on an averag`e of

twenty feet deep.
Spring is almost at hand here, and IJm beginning to feel
the old urge, to go back to the big timber, again. Another
season in the Cascades appeals vel-y much to me, so I think
it will be the U. S. a. L. O. survey, for me again th;s summer.
An Old Hill-Billy

hang
.e8

Jg

jg

U. S. a. L. O. Survey,

Darrington, Wash.,
Oat. 20, 1929.

Dear Ken:
A great deal has transpired since I la,st wrote to you. Another season of survey work is behind us and we are making
preparations to return to town. Go11y! it will seem good to
take in a few shows, listen to good music, and eat real food.
Judging from your letter-, you had some interesting experiences yourself this summer. So you got freed by a bear, eh?
What did you do, try to pet her? So you think the Cascades
can't compare with the Rockies? We'll have to argue that out
sometime.

Our work during` this past summer was in the township
just north of where we were last year. One might think the
country would be a good deal the same, but it is often surprising
what great differences can occur in six or eight miles of mountainous country. For an example, this yea]_- we were in a region
of lakes and hot springs, whereas last yea,r lakes occured only
occasionally and hot springs not at all.
From time to time, throughout the summer, we were afforded
opportunities to obs`erve big game at clocr,a range. Deer seemed

the most numerous and were usually seen around the timber
line. The species of deer inhabiting the west slopes of the
Cascades is known as the Columbian Blacktail. The most interesting, and probably the least seen of any of the larger animals,
were the mountain goats. To watch them jump from rock to
rock and ascend almost perpendicular cliffs with uncanny surefootedness was indeed fascinating. With the ripening of the
huckleberries in the high meadows, bears commence to appear.
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By fall, when snow beg`ins to fly, they have acquired several
inches of fat on their ribs, as well as fine coats of heavy fur.
The species commoll tO this region iS the black bear With its
various phases.
Of the smaller imimals, marmots, cc,nies, chipmunks and
squirrels are the most frequently seen. Coyotes, foxes, martens,
rabbits and other smaller animals inhabit this region but are
seldom seen because of tIleir Shyness. Grouse and ptarmigan
are the principal g'ame biI-dS. Two speciecJ Of grouse are found,
the blue grouse at the hitgher altitudes 1`nd the ruffed g`rOuSe

in the valleys and river bottoms.
Altho, our work consisted mainly of mountain climbing, all
summer, none of us could be content until we had climbed Glacier
Peak, the grand old mountain of this region. Towering fully
two thousand feet above all neighboring' peaks, it seemed to
ever extend us a challenge to conquer it. Accordingly, one
day, three of us obtained two days leave of absence from work
a,nd started out to climb this mountain. The first day was spent
journeying to its foot.

At daybreak the second day (August lst) we started for
the summit, six miles away. Soon we came to the edge of Whitechuck Glacier, an ice field over two miles long and half as
wide. With some caution we picked our way over it, uncertain

as to the condition of the ice-due to alternate melting and
freezing, glaciers frequently honeycomb late in the summer.
However, it proved quite firm, for the most part, and we soon
forgot our fears. In an hour we had crossed the glacier and
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were well on our wav up a backbone sort of ridge leading toward
the summit. This ridge separated two large glaciers. At length
we were forced to cross another glacier. Upon this particular
glacier we encountered our first crevasse-a crack in the ice one
hundred yards long, ten feet wide, and perhaps hundreds of
feet deep. As we continued to go higher, crevasses became more
numerous, and for awhile it seemed a process of winding our way
in and out between these great cracks. Finally we reached a
long cinder ridge which led directly to the summit, now only
a few hundred feet above us. Half an hour later we stood on
the highest point of Glacier Peak, 10,436 feet above sea level.
The view from here was superb. The entire Cascade Range
s'eemed at our feet, stretching far north into Canada, and south
to Mt. Adams, 150 miles away. The three highest peaks, Mt.
Ranier, Mt. Adams, and Mt. Baker, were visible. To the
west the Olympic Range stoolt1, its lower slopes veiled with the
smoke of Puget Sound cities.
We lingered here on this snow-topped summit more than half
an hour, resting, eating our lunches, snapping pictures, and
affixing our name-. to the register which was sealed in a brass
cylinder. The trip down was made without mishap, and at nine
oJclock that night we were back at the survey camp.
I was glad to hear that your seminar talk went over so big.
Sorry tho, you're finishing this spring. How about flunking
a few subjects, and weJll start back together next fall?

Fraternally,
hang

Sceave kav Gtaci,er Natboaval Park, Montana.
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Glacier National Park
"Among thelDe mOunta,inS, those that lie to the west of the

river St. Pierre are called the Shining Mountains, from an
infinite number of crystal stonel. of an amazing size, with which
they are covered, and which, when the sun shines full upon
them, sparkle so as to be seen at a very great distance. Probably in future ag--es thev mav be found to contain more riches
in their bowels thar thvose o¥ Indostan and Malabar, or those
found on the Golden Coast of Guinea; nor will I except even
the Peruvian mines."

It was Jonathan Carver, soldier-explorer-writer, that
wrote these words nearly two hundred years ago about the
most spectacular chain of mounta,ins in the whole Rocky Mount,aim system. And as I sat on the porch of my cozy little cabin
under the pines, gazing with awe at mighty snow-capped peaks,
precipices of immense height, and wide, heavily limbered valleys that gave shelter to all species of American big game, I
was unaware that this imperishable beauty had been discovered
nearly two centuries ago. The tilted, twisted, and folded layers
of rock tell an incredible story about` the thousands of years
it took Nature to I,attern this national playground. Senator
I. H. Carter, CongI'eSSman Pray, and officials of the Great
Northern Railroad led Congress and President Taft to feel
the greatness of the reglion, and in May,1910,'this scenic wonderland known as Glacier National Park was set aside. It is
now the duty of the National Park Service to keep it so well
preserved that the generations tO cone may Still behold the
superlative beauty tr_at caused Jonathan Carver to call it "The
LaI]d O±' Shining Mountains."
Glacier Parlk received its name from the sixty living glaciers that so strong'1y differentiate it from our ot'her national

reservations. Nowhere in this country are there so many glaciers in a like area, nor does the country surrounding the Park
possess such ruggedness and sheer grandeur. To the north
and south it falls away into less impressive mountainous masses. No doubt the innumerable glaciers create the primary
attraction to all visitors. Let us visualize a trip to impressive
Grinnell Gla,cier. From MaIly Glacier Hotel we take a seven
mile trail to this interesting remnant of past ages. More people view this glacier than any other, for it is the most accelssible and the best field for exploration and study of glacial
action. Grinnell Glacier is not the largest to be found, but
it has all the characteristics of the great prehistoric ice rivers
that carved the beauty of the Park. Above Grinnell Glacier
there is another smaller ice mass, and from this flows a turbu-
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lent cascade that has cut a gorge two hundred and fifty feet
in depth through Grinne11's wall. Our view from the Glacier
over the lakes in the valley below is unforgettable. It is also
a. likely place for ut|``, to see mountain goats and big-horn sheep
as they work their way along the rock ledges, feeding on alpine
grass and mosses.
It is difficult to realize that these lofty sentinals and broad
valleys were carved by water and ice. Geologists tell us that
this retgion was created biv a great internal plfeSSure that Caused

the crust of the earth to crack and pushed rock masses upward
in long, irregularJ Wave-like folds.
When the roe,ks could
no longer stand the strain, great cracks appeared, an{3 one ledge
was thrust upward and over the other. The crumbling of
this edge, which was thousands of feet thick, formed the mountains and precipices, but it probably took several millions of
years to cut and carve them as they are today. This carving
was done by t,hree ice packs which descended from the nort,h,
and intermittently by rainfall, frost and glacial action. The
result of this is a land of enormous hollowed cirques separated
from each other by lmife-edged walls, many of which are nearly
perpendicular.
The interesting and spectacular lake-, were
formed by the ice masses that moved slowly down the valleys.
Eventually these frozen riverls melted away.
The mass of
mateloial they had been pushing forward formed a wall which
held back the water that accumulated in the basins. This was
±'ormed in the days before man saw I,he natural phenomenon
we now call Glacier National Park.
Let us again visualize a trip from Many Glaciers Hotel,
the hub of miles of trail leading to nearby beauty spots. This
timle we shall choo=e Mt. Siyeh, whose lofty peak shelters a,Packer Lake. It is seven miles by trail to the head of Cracker Canyon. On either side of t,he trail lodgepole pine, larch, and
spruce form a heal7y forest, and numerous Shade-loving shrubs
produce a dense undergrowth. Occasionally we pass the smal_I,
fragrant, flower-covered parks. We marvel at the g`reat continuous sheets o±] brig'ht yellow formed by the glacier lily, and
later in the season bear grass will cause us to halt and investigate. This is doubtlessly the most conspicuous of over three

hundred flowering plants to be found in the Park. Its waisth:gh stalks are covered with masses of small, pure white flowers. Cracker Lake lies bowled in a limestone cirque at the
bottom of Mt. Siyeh, whose p¬-rpendicular wall towers four
thousand feet above the cobalt blue waters. It is the superlafive beauty that I.9,SCinatelJ uS and imprints an unforgettable
picture in our mind.
Horace M. Albr;ght, Director Of the National Park Service,
once said, "It will be noted that the term twild lifeJ is used
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in referring to the Park animals; they are never tgame' until
they leave the Park." Glacier Park is a sanctuary for all game
within ,its boundaries. No fire arms are allowed within the Park,
unless g`ranted by special PermiSiSOn from the Superintendent.

Fbchkmg~a, Favorite Recreati,on kn Natboprbal Pa,rfu;8.

The plants and animals of the Park are distributed in a series
of three horizontal zones, namely the Canadian, Hudsonian,
and Arctic Alpine.
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One day I was riding fire patrol from my station at Two
ll'Iedicine to Dawson Pass. The tI~ail had just OPened and I
was the first person to travel it that season. About two miles
from camp the trail crossed a beaver dam. Dismounting, I
crept quietly forward. There, on the calm mirror-like surface
of the pond, a beaver was swimming. Eagelf for a better View
I moved foI'Ward, a twig Snapped, and in an instant the in-

dustrious animal had disappeared. As I left the well timbered
valley and climbed into the Hudsonian or dwarf timber zone
I was start,led by several shrill whistles. Experience told me
that in the near vicinity a marmot was watching my intrusion
from behind a rocll. Soon I climbed into the Arctic-Alpine
region, which extends from seven thousand feet to the rocky
summits of the maje,stic peaks. Just before I reached the pass
three old ewes and their little lambs walked calmly along a
ledge parallel to the trail. They gave me not, the slightest heed,
but sauntered along` occasionally munching tender grass shoots.
"Topping out" is the thrilling experience of anv mountai_n
trip. what a view! At least twelve individually dLifferent, ilnposing masses of rock and ice, half as many crystal glaciers,
and five cobalt blue lakes. The air itself, as rare as the l7ery
scenery, caused me tc sit down and absorb the wonders of Nature,
that I might always I-etain a mental picture of a playg'round of
I,he gods. I was corllent to "just sit", and with my field glasses,
pick out every nook and Granny of nearby peaks. I discovere:I
two elk grazing uns'.uspectedlv
in a small park three thousand
a,
feet below. On a far away ledge I made out the form of a
mountain goat reclilling in the Shade Of a boulder. T'was with
a supreme effort that I mounted my horse, and with back to the
wall I followed the homeward trail.
This land of Shining A,'Iountains, with all its wild life and
flowers, its glistening glaciers and heavenly peaks, its beautiful
valleys and innumt|rable lakes and streams, was created that
all might explore ap|d enjoy it. The season is from June 15 to
September 15, three months to ride its wilderness trails and
camp in its solitude'±,. I spent one summer in the shadows of its
glaciers and now trLe Call of the mountains surges through my
blood. Using the words of Mary Roberts Rinehart I can best
express my feeling` for Glacier Park, "But there is no voice in
all the world so insistent to me as the wordless call of these
mountains. I shall go back. Those who go once always hope
to go back. The lu_re of the great free spaces is in their blood."
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SENIORS
UPPER LEFT

George Pecaro-t tPee'7
Chicago, Illinois

Camp-Au Train, Mich., J27
Experience-Smokecllaser, KaIlikSu NatJI Fol-est, J28
Naturalist, Camp Checaugau, Mich., J29
Chi Phi
)
Alpha Zeta
Forestry Club
Ames Forestel' Staff-Circulation Manager J29; Business Mamager, ,30
Amazons, J30

UPPER RIGIIT

Joe Stoeckeler-"-Joe"
Dubuque, Iowau

Camp~Au Train, Mich., J27
Experience-Trail C1®eW and Smokechaser, Flathead NatJI Fo1'eSt,
J28

Tlmber SulaVey, DesclluteS NatJI Forest, J29

Paul Bunyan Club
Forestry Club, See.-Treas., '29
Ames Fores+,er-Asst. Edit,or, J29; Assoc. Editor, J30
Wrestling, j28, J29, J30

LO-WEB RIGHT

Margaret C. Stoughton-"Marg"
Osage, Iowa
Camp-Hayden I|ake, Iclaho, J28
ExpeloienCe-TI. M. Nichols Planing Mill, J27
I. S. C. Fo1'eSt Expeloiment Station, J29

Pi Beta Phi
Naiad
Wo,men's Athletic Association, Pres. J29, '30

Red Cross Life Saving Examiner
Pres., Mary B. Welch, East, j29, J30
Vice-Pres., Dormitory Council, J29, J30

n[ortar Board
Forestry Club
Adve]~tising Manager, Ames Forester, j29, J30

LOIVER LEFT

William Klug, Jr.-"BilP
Nor£olk, Nebraska
Camp-Ontono,gan, Mich., J26
Experience-U. S. F. S. Experiment Station, J29
CThi Phi

Varsity ttI'J Club
Football

Interfraternity Council
Forestry Cluho
Ag. Council
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SENIORS
UPPER LEFT

Trueman IIawkins--J{ t IIawk' '
Dallas, Iowa
Camp-Au T1~ail1, Mich., J27
ExpeloienCe-Timber C1'L|:iSe, Wallowa RTatJI ForestJ, J28
Timber- C1-uiSe, Olympic NatJI Forest, j29

Delta Sigma Phi
Pres. Forestry Club, J29

UPPER RIGHT

Ned D. Millard~-t tNedJ '
Malrshalltown, Iowa
Camp-OntorlOgan, Mich., J26
Expel~ience~Pl-otection on the East Selway Forest, J28
Timber Cruise in the Ta1-ghee Forest, J29

IJOWER LEFT

Richard M. DeBower-"Dick"
Chicago, Illinois
Camp-Au T1'¬3in, Mich., J27
Experience-RT¬koosa Edwa,l'ds Papar Co., Butternut, Wig., J29
Band, J27, J28, J29, )30
Bomb, J27, '28, j29, )30

IJieutenant, R. O. T. C.
Military Cir3uS, '29

Phi Tau Theta
Forestry Club
/

LOThTER RIGHT

Jack A. Diemer-"Jack"
Ames, Iowa
Camp-Munising, Mich., J27
Experience-Lookout, Superior District, Lolo NatJI Forest, J28
Smokechaser, Lolo RTatJI Forest, J29

Forestry Club
Alpha Gamma Rho

'
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SENIORS
UPPER LEFT

Karl E. Moessner-t tMonk 7 J
Waterloo, Iowa
Camp-Au Train, Mich., J27
Experience-Michigan Land Survey, j2.8
Michi§'an IJand Survey, '29
Forestry Club

UPPER RIGHT

Sylvan T. Runke1--"Bunk"
Moline, Illinois
Camp-Ontonogan, Mich., J26

Experie,nee-tTmpqua NatJI Forest, j2.7
Japanese Beetle Scout, Ohio, J29

Paul Bunyan Club
Siglna Pi
Forestry club, See.-Tl®eas., '28

Ames Fo,rest,er Staff, J30

Intramural Wrestling, j28
Pistol Team, '28
Red Cro,ss Life Saving Corps
Frisbie Fellowship, Treas., J29

LOWF|R, LEFT

Lloyd D. Wambold-~"Wampus"

I

Greenfield, Iowa

Camp-I. S. C. '30
ExpeI'ienCe-Tl'ail Cl'ew, Flathead Nat'l FoI'eSt, J27
Cutover A1-ea Examination, Flathead Na,tJI Forest, J28
Fo]-est Inventory Survey, Flathead NatJI Forest, J29
Assistant Editor, Ames Foloeste1', J28
Veishea, J27
Manager, Fo1-eSterSJ Hoe-Down, J30

Paul Bunyan Club
LOVVER RIGHT

Gordon Soderberg-tt Sodie7'
Mead, Nebraska
Camp~Plumas NatJI Forest, Quincy, Calif., J29
Expe1'ienCe-IJOOkOut, Kaniksu NatJI Forest, J27
JrJOng-Bell Lumbelo Co., Sh1-eVePOrt, La., -'28

Acacia
Universit,y of Nebraska
Track, )28
Pistol Team, J27
Rifle Team. -`2',-

Forestry ClutJ
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SENIORS
I

Luther B. Burkett-"Burk"
North Webster, Ind.
Cam.p--Au Trcq.in, Milh., J27
Experience--IJOOk-Out, Whitman NatJI FoI]eSt, Oregon, J26
NurseI'y AssistailJt, U. S. F. S., EIkins, W. Va.,I J28
Alpha Gamma RllO

Forestry Club

Floyd A. N:chols-t t Nick 7 ;
Montrose, Colo.

Camp~Montama, '30
Experience-Tomahawk Kraft Paper Co., Tomahawk, Wig., J28
Alpha Zeta
Track, )26, )27, )28, ,£9
<(I,) Club

Sigma UpsilrJn
Paul Bunyan Club
GRADUATE STtJDEI'`TTS

George A. Walker~< t George 7 J
Columbus, Ohio
Colorado Agl®icultural College, B. S. F. J29

Experience-l\Taticnal PaI'k Service
Yellowstone Nat'1 Park, '29

Lambda Chi Alpha

Myron H. Micke}7, Jr.-"Mickey"
Denver, Colorado
Colorado AgliCultura] College, B. S. F. '29
Experier_ce-Trail work, Leadville Nat'l FoI'eSt, CJlorado, J27
A.g'ent, LT. S. Bureau of Plant Industry, Ft. Collins,
Colo.,

Alpha Tan Omega
Alpha Zeta

,28
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Vo1. XVIII
THE SUMMER CAMP OF 1930
The 1930 Foresters' summer camp will in all probability
be near the beautiful Bitterroot Lake wel3t Of Kalispell, Montana,
in the beautiful Flathead Valley. We have been offered a local
tion here by the lumber company operating in this region and
owning a large sawmill at Somers at the north end 'of Flathead
Lake. From this central point near Bitlteroot Lake it will
be possible to make, several side trips and to see val-ious types
of timber, forest activities by the U. S. Forest Service, the state
of Montana and private companies, to observe a great many
different methods o1' 1oto,o'ging and log tram-_JPO1-tatiOn, tO See the

treating plant at Somers and Spokane, the large Inland Empire
pulp mill near Spokane and the various mills and operations
in I,he northern Iclaho white pine region, one of wrljch is that
of the Ohio Match Company on the Coeur d'Alene National
Forest.
Flathead Valley, western Montana and northern Idaho
lie at an elevation of 2000 to 3000 feet, the summer weather is
generally dry and sunny and the nights cool. All things considered this should prove one of the most all around satisfactory summer camps yet held.
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PROP. W. H® HORNING
The vacancy left on the Iowa State College Forestry staff
by the resignation of Perkins Coville in June, 1928, has been
very capably filled since last falll by Prof. W. II. Horning, who
came to us from the Pennsylvania State Forest School at Mont
Alto, Pennsylvania. Mr. Horning came here backed by an excellent record in both scholastic preparation and practical experience and his pupils and associates here can telJtify that he
has made full use of his opportunities.
Professor Horning was born in Pennsylvania, moved to
Omaha, Nebraska, aT.1d attended high school in Omaha one year.
He then moved to Pierre, South Dakota, where he attended high
school two a,nd one-half years; then returned to Pennsylvania
and finished high \QChOOl at Middletown before entering upon
his forestry career at the Mont Alto school. He received a
Bachelor of Science Degree in Forestry there in 1914, served
in the Pennsylvania State Forest Service until 1917, and then
spent a year in Fral]ce with the 20th Eng'ineers.
Upon his return to the United States he re-entered the Pennsylvania Forest Service and the same year was appointed to
handle the logging of blight-killed chestnut on the school forest
at Mont Alto. He continued in this work until 1927, at the same
time carrying a full teaching schedule of lumbering and utilization courses.
In the spring of 1927, Mr. Horning enrolled in the graduate
school of the University of California at Berkeley and secured
his Master of Scieplce Degree for his studies in logging engineering. He specialized in tractoT.I lOgging and Obtained Valuable
data on the time c_osts of individual operations under varying
conditions of load and distance.
After getting his Mast,erJs Degree, Professor IIorning returned to his position at Mont Alto. He remained there until
the fall of 1929, when he again broke the ties of his home state
to bring us the benefits of his ektensive training and experience.
.3C

3g

3g

The Forestry Department has, for the past four years, sponsored one of the most worth while-literarv contests at Iowa
State College. In 1926, Mr. Charles Lathrop Pack established
a fund which makes it possible for the Forestry Department to
offer cash prizes, each year, amounting' to approximately one
hundred dollars.
rZi
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As the contest is I]OW COnduCted, it iS Open tO forestry Stu-

dents onlv and the prize, divided into two parts of about
seventy-fi;e dollars and twenty-five dollars, is awarded to the
student who writes the best essay on a forestry subject. Subjects were assigned two of the years and the other two years
the students were allowed to write on any problem of state-wide
or national sig`nificance.

Interest in the contest has been increasirig each year and
this year eight students have submitted their essays. Winners
in the past are as follows :
In 1926, Charles Rindt won first and Waiter Schipull7s
essay won second. Harold Scholz and Fred Boeckh won first
and second places, respectively, in 1927. No prizes were awarded
in 1928, and in 1929 Karl Moessner and hester Marriatge tied
for the first two prizes.
ct

3!

ct

Due to the fact that the editor graduated before this edition of the Ames Forester was completed, and that two other
members of the staff left school before their work on the annual
was finished, I would like to take this opportunity to express
appreciation for the work and interest of Joe Stoeckeler, associate editor, and Dave Ilch, art editor, for upon them has much
of the burden of the publication of this edition fallen.

-The Editor.

j!

st

3!

The February 1930 issue of "The Cattleman" contains an
article of interest to all foresters for, as the editor says, "Another idol has fallen."
According to the article, the old cowboy ballad, "Oh, Bury
Me Not on the Lone Prairie," did not orig`inate among the cowboys, nor does it have any facts foi its basis. During- recent investigations it has been found that the tune was taken from an
old sailorsJ song, "The Ocean Burial." The words used by the
cowboys have been adapted from the same song. IIowever. it
seems probable that as each of the old cowboys sang the song
the words were added to and changed until the present version
was evolved. According to the authority quoted in the article
the cowboy version of the song is superior to the original song.
The song is printed, complete, in "The Cattleman", and
will probably be of interest to the foresters who delit5O`ht in VOCa1-

izing around the campfire.
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With the Preps in California
The annual trek of the Iowa State Foresters to distant
ret3O'iOnS began about June 8, or shortly after. Last summer
27 foresters went t,o Quincy, California, for the summer camp
in the Plumas Natic,Hal Forest.

As usual the means of travel varied from a ride on the train
to the hike by way of thumb. Five Fords and one Oakland
were pressed into use and every one reported for summer
school, at the a-amp site about June 17. Gordon Soderberg and
Wendell Harmon, the heroes of the open road, thumbed their
way out there in record time, even beating several of the "surer" Fords. Those who drove ca,rs acquired at least, a yearJs education in the art of auto mechanics before the destination was
reached.

The first days of camp life were spent in building the model
city which was to be our home. Seven tents were put up for
the studentsJ quarters, three for the professors and one for
the cook. All hands were then put to work in erecting the
cook and mess tent. By trial and error the beds were built and
rebuilt until by the end of camp each person had a bed to fit
his dimensions. Other details of forest life were encountered
during` this time such as building a road so that the grocery
truck could get into camp. Now every one was ready for the
business of summer school.
About the next thing that happened was a Saturday night.
These are occasions when all tried and true foresters must sojourn to the nearest town to look over the situation of eligible
girls. The data was compiled before morning and the ca,mpaigns for the week ends for the rest of the summer were napped out. Summer is a tilne Of Short nights and aS the dances
of that climate continue unti13 o7clock, it was often Sunday before Saturday had been blotted out with a little sleep.
Of course our energy was not entirely expended on the
week end nights. We spent the first five days of the week studying in the field where there was plenty of room for study. The
forest was a virgin stand of western yellow-sugar pine type.
Some magnificent trees were close to camp, for instance, a few
sugar pines measuring over 80 inches in diameter were soon
Ilound. The height of these large trees averaged around 190
feet, in ±'act as was often said, you had to look twice to see the
top of them.
Our studies came under the following heads : mensuration,
silviculture, camp technique, and logg`ing and lumbering.
The
whole camp was divided up into crews having the four tentmates
in one crew. Silviculture was the first real subject taken up
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and after the morning meal we would hit, the trail for distant
hills to find the why and wherefore of the difference between
the trees on one hill or valley and those on another.
We studied logging and lumbering here, and we studied
that subject there, or in other words, the first studies were
carried on at the Spanish Peak Lumber Co. As per usual logging came first so we hiked the short distance to the mill and
from there we rode on a logging train to the logging camp.
The day was spent in studying how that worthy industry was
carried on. At night a tired crew could be seen stumbling up
the dusty road to that wonderful place of rest called camp.
After that we made several more trips to the mill to watch
the transformation of logs to lumber and sawdust. From the
mill to the shipping' point was a tram seven miles in length and
this furnished a great source of thrills for all those who were
willing to make a round trip and ride the "not so sure" lumber carriers to the end and back. As a matter of informal:on,
one trip is enough for any one.
Sheep make an interesting study, so we studied their grazing
grounds, and procec-ded to disregard warning`s, and to disturb
the sheep so that in many cases their grazing habits were
changed to fleeing habits ; however_I, nO One Was trampled under-

foot in the mad rush for safer grounds.
We soon found that swimming in three feet of water is
rather an impossible task so under the direction of Prof. Larsen, who acted as chief engineer, an immense dam was erected
which was fully 4 feet high and 35 feet long. This brought
the level of the water up far enough so that we were able to get
a drink of water while standing up. Now began the evolution
of poor fish to plain fish. During the rest of the summer a battle
ensued between nature and the works of man. n'Ian worked
gallantly but still the water found ways to get through the
dam rather than over it.
After that feat another dam was built on the 4th of July.
This dam was below the camp and raised the water level in
the new pool until several of the exposed rocks became submarine dangers. However, after all's said and done, many a
dirty neck was cleansed therein.
A ten day side trip was taken which included the largest
mills of California and a trip through the redwoods. Our first
stop was at Westwood where is situated one of the largest mills
in the LTnited States. One of the unique features of this mill
is the sand blown wood. We had the opportunity of seeing the
Walker home which is finished with this wood.
After spending' three days here all eyes were turned to
Weaverville where t t Swede ' ' Nelson is assistant supervisor. That
night a real camp fire was held cl_ose to town.
The song|. were
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filled with discords and the speeches with the good Old forestry
spirit.
From this point on gloats would have been more useful than
Fords, but after much coaxing and other things the desert
schooners were guided along the evebrows of the mountains and
down into Arcata where we sawi our first redwood milling.
While here, a t,rip was also made across the bay to Samoa where
blow the salty breezes from off the Pacific Ocean. Foresters
turned into fishermen and soon several specimens of lobsters,
jellyfish and star fish were captured.
Eureka, the last stop of the side trip, will be remembered the
longest. Here a trip was made to the logging camp of the Pacific Lumber Co., where redwood logging was studied and marveled at. At noon the whole of the hungry crew was ushered
into the` mess car. Judgint,ol from that meal, California must
be the second best place to home. After witnessing that devasta-

tion of food any one would say that Paul Bunyan was a piker
of the worst order.
At Scotlia camp was made for the night on Bull Flat,
which is famed for one acre of ground containing 1,000,000
board feet of the finest redwood that can be found.
The giant
redwoods, the full moon playing in the tree tops and shimmering on the stream, made an impression on tlhe minds of all the
fdeel:orw:sf Thheicshcewnielli:n`tnagtfdoersc¥1Pbna};l¥:arS, The beauty and gran-

The next morning we broke camp and pulled out. Some
of the boys went down to Sam Francisco where they saw the
city in all its splendor, and also the Chinese section. Two days
later the cars drifted into camp in various stages of preparedness for the junk heap. In fact, parts of a junk heap were
pressed into service in order to resurrect the Fords.
During the past ages the elnbryO foresters :-n Summer Camp
have had the longing to be called to a fire. At last the desire
was filled for those in last summer7s camp. After listening to
give a talk on fire suppression the camp
moved into town for the afternoon to inspect the fire equipment.
At about 1 o7clock a fire was reported so everyone climbed onto
the truck and fire wagon and rode out to the section of the
blaze. The fire was a small one but each person was ambitious
and carried an ax or a shovel and ran up ahead of the fire and
industriously began to make the fire lane. It was not long before the fire left its boundaries so we stayed on the line and managed t.o keep ourselves busv until the next morning at 9 oJclock
when we came down from the fire. During that night our craving for fires had greatly diminished.
The Iowa State camp threw a camp fire and song lest for
the University of California camp which was situated about
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three miles from our camp. As should be, the evening was
large, for everyone intended to repay the TJ. C.'s for their part,y
some weeks before. A great time will always be had when foresters get together.
In i,his camp, as before, different people have different ideas
of the same t,hing and this was proved again when the maps
for the same area were turned in, for even after a close examination the resemblance could not be found. However, after all
was done everyone felt better when his map was turned in along
with the rest of the required work for the summer.
After three and one-half rounds of K. P. we realized that
the camp was over, so after disintegrating the Fords and then
rebuildintjo' them, all the radiators were turned towards home.
The camp ground was a desolate place but the memories were
strong, so with many a good-bye the old camp was left~ behind
and thus ends the tale of summer camp.
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DURING THE YEAR
E. F. Heacox, Editor
The Senior Banquet, as is the custom, was the first big
event of the year, and as Prof. Jeffe.rs and others will no doubt
testify, it was a real start. The banquet was the first social
event of the Foresters to be held in t,he Memorial Union Building, and was conducted by a very capable toastmaster who hereto-fore has never acquainted us with his ability in this line.
That gentleman was none other than Prof. J. A. Larsen.
Bill Klug and Roy Olson entertained with several songs,
and the more serious side of the evening was spent in revealing
some of Prof. Jeffers' never-before-disclosed secrets, among
them being his weakness for corrupt profanity and his affinity
for such words as "why'7 and "challenge the statement."
The spring campfire was held in the sacred old spot "east
of the bridge north of town'J, but-the attendance was rather
slim due to rapid palpitation of the heart brought on by spring
weather, ambition ( ?), and other things.
The novel and suggestive idea of the devil bearing down
on a miniature forest with a flaming torch, and malice in his
eyes, copped second prize in the Divisional float parade for the
Forestry Department during Veishea last year. The foresters
hang onto that old second every year.but itJs getting closer
each time and it won7t be long now.
After the smoke of the spring election cl_eared away we
found Harold Moser in possession of the big stick of authority
in Forestry Club meetings, but due to his inability to return to
school the stick was passed to Trueman Hawkins who wielded
it with much gusto throughout his term of office. "T" was
backed to the limit by John Hough with his volume of "minutes of the preceding."
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The Foresters' luck in drawing good speakers has never
failed yet. Among those of the year were Captain CampDell
of the Military Department, who gave an exceptionally interest,ing talk on his experiences in the Phillipines. Everett Vinton,
who graduated in 1927, made the hour easy to take with an
account of his work with the Firestone Rubber Company in Africa. Prof. J. B. Davidson of the Agricultural Engineering
Department spoke on his trip to Rlussia and illustrated his
talk with some excellent slides made in that country. E. F.
McCarthy of the CentI-al State1. Experiment Station was with
us several days during the winter quarter, and gave some interesting talks on the possibilities of the territory as seen through
the eyes of a forester.
The talks in seminar ranged from good to worse as per
usual, but it is necessary to make special note of the oration made
by George Pecaro, alias "The Amazon." If you don't think
George is an exI,ert at manhandling anything from Boy Scouts
to forest fires, just ask him. George has his "officeJ7 lined
with legal documents and medals for proof, 'tis said.
Then came the Brawl. February 8th it all happened, and
once again the owners of the drug store beneath the Varsity
Ballroom moved into the street until the hour at wh;ch the
building ceased shaking and firearms were returned to their
holsters. The way those black boys of Jerry IIayesJ inllaled
powder smoke and blew it out through trumpets and ,taxophones
in a syncopated form was nobody7s business.
The fall campfire was unanimously a success and enormous
quantities of hot do¥5, bull_S, and COffee disappeared during the
evening. After the groaning` and other minor effects of such
a feed were over, the g-ang gat,hered around the fire and sang
the songs that have come down through forestry hT'StOry.
The winter el_ection resulted in Sylvan Runkel taking the
office of president and Charles Swanson the office of secretarytreasurer.

Just at present all Foresters are living under strenuous
training rules to be in condition for the banquet and campfire
soon to come. As for the Veishea Parade-the second last year
was just as close as a second could be without being a first, so
there's only one solution.
t,^g

.I,I§

#

Skipper sa.vs that he doesn't mind having a freshman define
a log scale as an insect or forest litter as young trees, but when
it comes to calling a logarithm a song of the lumbermen it is
going too far.
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PERNICIOUS CUPIDITIS
Late in the fall of 1929 the city of Ame3 Was hit by a Serious epidemic of measles and the town was pretty well pasted
up with yellow quarantine signs. By the time this first malady
began to disappear, epidemics of smallpox and scarlet fever arrived and the hospitals continued to do a rushing business.
Early this spring mumps became so prevalent on the campus
that it was quite fashionable to wear an expression similar to a
cow with lump-jaw.
The outdoor life of the foresters is conducive to healthy
bodies ; a smallpox Lug has more chance of survival on a tiri roof
than in a robust forester. With only one or two exceptions the
at,tacks of the other epidemics on the Forestry Department were
in vain.
There was one other malady, howeveT', Which gave the foresters a severe jolt. The disease was not wide-spread; in fact,
it seemed to restrict its attack largely to the Forestry Department. However, it was highly contagious, its affliction being
fatal to three of olrl- number in as many months. As the incubation period of the organism causing the disea,se is as yet unknown, it is rumorl`d that several others in the department are
still worried as to whether or not they will be able to survive.
It is thought that Gordon Soderberg' contracted the disease
in Des Moines during Christmas vacation, for when he returned
to school for the winter quarter he informed us that henceforth
he would make his home in Des Moines with Mrs. Soderberg.
For a while everything went well and there were no more
casualties until the last week of the winter quarter. It cannot
be said Sylvan Runkel7s affliction came from a blue sky, for he
had been showing a weakness for the disease for some time. In
fact, many forestely]s whose opinions are considered authority,
had correctly diagnosed his case several weeks before he was
finally overcome. "Bunk" and Miss Beulah Skeie, a sophomore
home economics student, were married at Boone, Iowa, and although they have moved to Story City, tb.ey will continue their
work at Ames.
Just as an example of how treacherous the disease is and
how suddenly and unexpectedly it somc'times acts, it struck
again within a week. This time, without showing any of the
early symptoms, which are very evident all.d Characteristic in
most cases, it was fatal to two of our number at one shot. Everett
L. Vinton and Mis^s Pearl Nunamaker were married at Ames,
March 4. They spent a week at Akron, Ohio, and from there
"Vint" returned to Liberia, Africa. Mr,|lJ. Vinton came back to

Ames, where she will remain until early this summer, when she
expects to join her husband in Africa.

Nordic supremacy is a myth I.
The age of woman ishere!
a myth).

(Not

Women have invaded all fields of
activity.
A geneI'atiOn Of mankind iS a

short period of time in which
changes may come about. A college
generation is an even shorter period.

The class of 1930 has the dis-

t,inc,tion of a girl graduate. And
the class of 1933 has two girls on
its roll.

However, the ma,1e undergraduate body remains unaffected. We
still pursue our thoughtful, studious. quiet, philosophic way. We
continue to make Alpha Zeta and
Phi Kappa Phi, score touchdoluns,
shoot baskets, knock home-runs,
break records and dazzle instructors in our same modest fashioln.
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Roll of Students
SEENIORS

Burkett, Luther B.
DeBower, Richard M.
Diemer, Jack A

North Webster, Indiana
Chicago, Illinois
Granite City, Illinois
Dallas, Iowa

Hawkins, V. T. __.

Heacox, Edwin F.

____________._____Britt,

Holtz, R. D.
Klug) Bill) Jr.
IJubbertS, Don R.

Iowa

Gillette, Wyoming
__Norfolk, Nebraska

Parkersburg, Iowa

Marriage, hester
Millard, Ned D.
Nichols, Flovd A.

Popejoy, Iowa
Marshalltown, Iowa
__ __Montro=e, Colorado

®

Pecaro, George J.
Runkel, Sylvan T.
Soderberg, Gordon
Stoeckeler, Joe
Stoughton, Margaret C.
Wambold, Lloyd D.

___________Chicago,

Illinois

Moline. Illinois
.__________Mead,

Nebraska

_ __________Dubuque,

Iowa

Osage, Iowa
Greenfield, Iowa

GRADUATE STUDEIVTS

Mickey, Myron

._____Denver, Colorado

Walker, Georgie

Columbuzs, Ohio

JUNIORS
Anderson, Helmar
Boege1-, IIarold _

Chipman, Russell
Dodge, Albert F.
Elston, Lloyd M.
Griswold, Gerald II.
Hinkley, Harry S. _

Hough, John
Ilch, David M.
Intermill, W. W.
Kruse, Gerald W.
McCormick, IJeightOn E.

Moessner, Karl E.
Newland, Harold B.
Potter, E. D.
Priester, F. T.
Roche, L. J.
Sack,

Ivan ________

Smith, Clyde T.

______Des Moines, Iowa

IJeXingtOn, Missouri

Burt, Iowa
LaGrang`e,
Illinois
-L
I.
Okoboji, Iowa
Ames, Iowa
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Algofla, Iowa
St. Charles, Missouri
Fort Dodge, Iowa
Monona, Iowa
Bedford, Iowa
Waterloo, Iowa

e, Kentucky
Ames, Iowa
Avoca, Iowa
Elma, Iowa
Sac City, Iowa
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Smith, Maynard J`

Okoboji, Iowa
Des Moines, Iowa

Thielking, Karl `F.
Unser, George _____

___________.__________________Bernardsville,

Ziebarth, Kurt R.
Zimmerman, E. W.

New

Jersey

Durant, Iowa
Davenport, Iowa
SOPHOMORES

Bailey, George E.
Battell, Fred C.

Ames, Iowa
Ames, Iowa,

Brands, Andrew

IJOuiSVille, Kentucky

Ames, Iowa

Brownfield, R. L.
Coons, Harold S.
Davis, Lyle L.

Ames. Iowa

Gibson, Lawrence nJIo

Mason City, Iowa
Perry, Missouri
Haspers, Missouri
Harris, Missouri

Giffen, W. D.

Des Moines,\ Iowa

Dorman, Keith W.
Dyksterhuis, Edsko J.

IIarmon, Wendell H.
1[awk, Richard a.
Hohenadel, Samuel
Jahr, Eite1
Kline, George J.
Kowski, Frank F.

Waverly, Iowa
Kansas City, Missouri
- Muscatine, Iowa

Spirit Lake, Iowa
_____Lonetree, Missouri

Burlington, Iowa
Waterloo, Iowa
Parker, South Dakota
Ames, Iowa

Marshal1, Robert F.
Melvin, Clair R. ___.

Muceus, Jack
Murphy, John P.

_.._______________Osat,cre,

Nage1, IJloyd F.
Oleson, Merle C.

Iowa

Ames, Iowa
Forest City, Iowa
Ocheyedan, Iowa
Ames, Iowa
Des Moines, Iowa

Osterman, Delber II.
Owen, Richard L.
Shepard, Glennon
Schoeneman, Martin A.
Speaker, Everett R.
Steavenson, IIugh A.
Stephens, Virgil
Stone, Wendel E.
Suder, Robert G.

Arlington, Iowa
Lake View, Iowa
Omaha, Nebraska
Colo, Iowa
Delhi, Iowa
Chicago, Illinois
Sioux City, Iowa

Swanson, Charles M®

FRESHMEN
Adolphson, Raymond V.
Albrook, Charles F.
Bebb, Jane
Brown, Edward D.

Burlington, Iowa
_____.___________Delhi,

Iowa

._____Des Moines, Iowa

Farmington, Iowa
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Christensen, John I. _______.__________________________Worthington, Minnesota

Coolidge, David O.
Crane, William L.
Curtis, Robert L.

Dannen, Dwight L.
Dunn, Milfred R.
Ellerhoff, Manford A.

Ferrin, Warren J.
Gottschalk, Fred W.
Grau, Edwin II.
Graves, Waiter L.
Greene, Harry
Harmening, Arthur M.
Heller, Loren J.
IIenrikson, Einar L.
Hess, Robert W.
Higby, R,ichard C.
Hurd, Eugene S.
Laros, Betty E.
McClure, Harry T.
Nelson, Andrew K.
Nelson, Quentin S. .
Newville, Darold F.

Olson, Earl F.
Paul, James C.
Riordan, JalneS J.

Roper, John E
Schroeder, Vincent
Stilwell, John
Stradt, Gilbert
Williams, Russell

Columbus, Nebraska
__.____.____Gary, Indiana

Burlington, Iowa
St. Joseph, Missouri
Glenwood, Iowa
Burlington, Iowa
Delta, Colorado
________Davenport, Iowa

St. Charles, Missouri
Crawfordsville, Iowa
Iroquois, New York
Waverly, Iowa
Aurelia, Iowa

Gary, Indiana
.____Cresco, Iowa

__Keokuk, Iowa

Ottumwa, Iowa
______.___._.___Ames,

Iowa

Highland Park, Illinois
Boone, Iowa
.________.Sioux City, Iowa

Algona,
Sioux City,
Anamosa,
Melrose,
Eagle Grove,
Sioux City,
Waukop,
Davenport,
Sioux City,

Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
Iowa
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The soc-®ety of American Foresters held its annual meeting
in Des Moines, Dec. 30 and 31. Alumni of the department
present
were Shirley
Allen, JO9
I. T. Bode,
715 ; Glenn
'25; Clarence
Svemdby,
'26; ; Gene
Farnsworth,
'26; Durrell,
"Red''
Schipull, 727; "Punk" Meginnis, '28; Sam Battel1, '28; Jim
McGlade, '28; Don Ball, '28; and Harold Scholz, '29.
st

J!

3¬

At Homecoming we were visited by L. A. Wall, 7~20, and
"Ackley" Peters, J-28. Art IIolding, '29, our only Olympic

Team representative, llaS turned Professional and now counts
the crowd between _falls.
.tg

st

J¬

C. P. Cormany, J21, visited the department early in March,
gave a talk on selling lumber in seminar, and let Prof. Mac's
Lumber Markets class try to stump him. Ray Iverson, J28,
stopped off for a few hours in the fall. He is Senior Ranger
on a purchase area in Wisconsin.
a,ng

,3g

st

William Putnam Battel1, ex '28, received a commission as
Lieutenant in the Marine Corps early in the year. In March
"Bill" turned Benedict.
c,¢

3?

3!

"Ike" McLaren, '27, was a visitor in nJIarch.

He claims to

have bought twelve thousand acres of Wisconsin forest land
for two-bits a description; a description usually being a forty.
Lepley take notice I
3!

3!

#

Of late it seemr that certain alumni give little consideration to the future of the department, that is as far as the office
force is concerned.

IJaSt ±'all Mark Ratliff, 728, took half the

force, marrying Luella Ahrens.

"Yellow Fever" Vinton, '27,
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the only white mam on the west coast of Africa that ever
survived that dread disease, came back and from our midst
plucked Pearl Nunamake1`. Vinton has returned to AIL-ica and
Mrs. Vinton will follow in June.
at

c¢,¢

J3

Dear Editor :
An old Canadian in Santa Anita Canyon on the Angeles
told me that he saw Paul Bunyan make a trip from the blacksmith shop to the clump one morning loaded with so many
log chains that he sank clear to his knees in the bell-rock.
Ask "Punk" MegirlniS if he Can tie that.
William M. IJePley
Jg

3g

st

George Turney, J27, writes, "Bill West has the Paddy
Flat Rang,`er District on the Idaho National Forest, a district
supposed to be the fire district on the fire forest of D-4, but
Bill seems to have the "Indian sign'' on fires because he did
not have a bad fire this season.
"Orrin Latham IlaS a tough fire hazard On the South
Fork Ranger District but has come thru O. K. for two vears
"For some reason I like the Service."
®

3!

R. L. Barrett,

st

3g

'11, 3323 South Ripley St., Neosho, Mo.,

writes, "Have not heard from or seen an alumnus for some
years. I understand that some Ames men work for the Dierks
Lumber Company but have not met them."
at

a,ng

J!

George Maclntire, J26, visited school last fall and received

a shock by meeting another alumnus and several undergraduates
that he knew. "Mac" labors for the Conservation Department
of the Commonwealth of Michigan at Lansing. Freddie Boeckh,
J28, likewise visited the department and was a surprise in seminar by having a harangue that failed to mention fish. I
3!

ct_tg

st

Harold Morey, J29, writes from Philadelphia that he would
enjoy sitting in at a pinochle game. Also that he expects to

get married in the near future.
3!

at

c¢,i

Golden C. Hutchins, J27, states that beside taking on a
wife he has also gone into business fol® himself. Listening to
Freddie Boeckh's annual seminar speech on the st.ate fisheries
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sold him on the idea and he has bought a rainbow trout farm
near Adams City, Colo.
st

es

3!

Jack Hogan, the former "Tessie McGookin7', writes an
inquisitive letter wanting to know who edits the News Letter.
His name has not been mentioned for several issues and he
states that just because he is a little runt is no reason for him
being slighted. Jat®,k might write in and tell us about "Moscow" Mollison. We have not had word from "Molly" since
he left.
at

38

-J!

The Staff woL|Llcl like to take space to say a wo1-d.

We

are interested in our alumni. Many of them we know personally
and horJe tO know manV more thru COntaCt in the field.

As

a staff our only contact- with you is thru correspondence and
we sincerely hope that you as Ames Foresters and Iowa State
Alumni will feel free to write us.
ef

ct

t,¢

ALUMNI DIRECTORY
1896

Sherman, E. A`-At present he is Associate Chief of the
U. S. Forest Service. He received a doctor of science degree
from Iowa State Co]±ege in 1928. Address.I 4103 Military Road,
Washington, D. C.
1903

Secor, A. J.-He is at present county agricultural agent in
Van Buren County, Iowa. He has been active in promoting'
forestry in his part of the state and is cooperating with I. T.
Bode, our extension forester.
1904

Merritt, M. L.-Mr. Merritt is Assistant Distril`,t Forester
of the Alaska Disc-I-¢iCt With bea,dquarterS at Juneau, Alaska.
He is in charge of Operations, Lands, ancl Rloads.
1907

Ba]this, R. F.-He received a master of science degree from
Colorado Agricultural College in 1927, ancl is now engaged in
extension work in the capacity of a county agent. (He7s in
close touch with forestry work).

Address : Cripple Creek, Colo.

Kupref, Carl A.-When last heard f'rom he was a sales
engineer for the North Coast Dry Kiln Co., of Portland. Address: 372 Bryce Ave., Portland, Oregon.
1908

Baxter, W. F.-~After working with the LT. S. F. S. for
a number of years,, he resigned and is now farming at Galva,
Iowa.

The Big Round-Up

FOUR LOGS-two big ones,

fearless, the {{Caterpillar"

a medium one, a small one

Tractor has its way in dealing

-lay scattered where they

withthemanypro.blemswhich

fellsomedistanceapart. Four

face the practical logger.

fairlead lines shot out in as

many directions from a winch

a

a

®

Prices-I. a. b. Peoria, Illinois
Ten _....... $1100

Twenty ._._ $190O

on a {tCaterpillar'9 Sixty

Fifteen

Thirty __.. $2375

Tractor.

Sixty Logging Cruiser ._.___.. $4540

{tCome here,"

barked the t{Caterpillar.99

Sixty

$1450

--------------------------------------

$4175

Caterpillar Tractoflf Co.

The four stragglers snapped

PEORIA, ILLINOIS arod
SAN LEANDRO. CALIF., U. S. A.
Track-type Tractors
Com6ines

to formation beneath the

(There's a eeCaterpitlal- Dealer Near You)

arch and the Sixty was off

for the landing, trailing its
pay load. Dependable and

Road Machinel-y

exlEnE{EFaR
I R A C I a R
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H;effner, H. E.-He has been wit,h the U. S. Forest Service
since g`raduation from Iowa State College and is now on the
Cascade National Forest. Address: Westfir, Oregon.
1909

Allen, Shirley W.-He is Professor of Forestry at the University of MichigaI]. Address: School of Forestry and Conservation, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

McCullough, Thomas E.-After taking his master's deg`ree
at Yale in 1911, he entered private business and is now district
agent for the Northwe13tern Mutual Life Insurance Co., at Flagstaff, Arizona.
1911

Barrett, Robert L.-At present he is Agricult,ural Agent for
t.he Kansas City Southern railroad and is located at Neosho,
Missouri. He recei\'ed his master's degree from the University
of Missouri in 1924.

Fro,Oman, F. G.-lie is engaged in the fruit business at
Santa Ana, Cal.
Hoffman, A. F. C.-Iie is at present supervisor of the Montezuma National Forest in Colorado. Address : Mancos, Colorado.

Parke, T. S.-Now instructor in Vocational Agriculture
at Chandler, Arizona.
Reynoldson, L. A.-After graduation he accepted a po,-3itiOn
with the tT. S. Dept. o_i Agriculture and is now an economist
with the Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
Sm]'.th, P. T.-Iie was employed by the Forest Service for
a number of vears and served as deputy supervisor of the Black
Hills National Fore,st. At, present he is county agent at Redfiel.d, South Dakota.

Whitham, J. C,-Whitham is supervisor of the Beaverhead
National Forest.

Addre-ss: Dillon, Montana.
1912

Lesse1, L. R.-IIe served a number of years on the Sitgreaves
National Fore_1`t aS Forest Examiner. He is now Assistant Supervisor on the Gila National Forest, at Silver City, New Mexico.
O'Banion, A. C.-When last heard from he was county
agent at Park Rapids, Minnesota.
Olmstead, R. A,.-In charge of a large fruit ranch, Dundee,
Oregon.

Richmond, H. H.-Was engageclL in government forestry
work for a number of vears. At present he is the owner of a
logging and mercantile® business, Cass Lake, Minnesota.

Smith, W. A.-After serving with the U. S. F. S. for a
number of years he glave up government work to take up private
business. IIis address is now Whittier State School, Whittier,
Calif.

TThe Years to Come

HE lumber manufacturer necessarily must look beyond the p1'OduCtiOn and Sale Of his finished Pro-

duct. He must prepare for the futu1®e; Safeguard his
sources of raw material.
This company has loeSerVeS Of finest Virgin timber Suf-

fi`ient to supply its plants for many years to come.
Fur-ther than that, it aims, by Careful lOgging, reforestation of cutover areas and agg1-eSSiVe forest Protection,
to make its operations perpetual.

Tn__a B_a_qBe_LL Lumber CgLmPaP±)
Lumbermem Sknce 1875

R. A. LONG BLDG.

KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Truax, T. R.--For a number o±' years after graduation he
served as Assistant Professor of Forestry at Iowa St.ate Collegle.
At pre,Sent he is engaged in investigative work at the U. S.
Forest Products IJabOratOry at Madison, Wisconsin.
1913

Baxter, L. J.-lie is located at Gallva, Iowa and is operating a large farm. He is cooperating with I. T. Bode, extension
forester in promoting forestry interest in that part of the state.
Clark, R. B.-At present he is president and manager of the
Sioux-White Moto1' Co., at Sioux City, Iowa.

Hense1, R. L.-After serving with the U. S. F. S. for a number of years, the accepted a position as professor of range management at Kansas State Agricultural Colleg'e. Now a rancher
in Texas.

Ringheim, H. L.-When last heard from he was a supervisor of a retail 1umber business at Elrose, Saskatchewan, Canada.
Steffen, E. H.--Until 1919 he was eng`aged in government
forestry work. Since then he has been teaching at Washington
State College, where he is now an associate professor and head
of the Forestry' Department. Address : Pullman, Washingtlon.

Watts, L. F.-Watts recently resigned at Professor of Forestry at Utah Agricultural College to accept a position in silvicultural research in the LT. S. F. S. He was granted a professional degree in forestry from Iowa State Co11eg'e in 1928. Address, 2603 Jackson Ave., Ogden, Utah.
1914

Hasse1, W. C.-He is now Superintendent of Schools at
Salem, Iowa.
Hayes, R. W.~Appointed Professor of Forestry at North
Carolina State College in September, 1929. Is working on his
Doctor7s degree.

Address : State College Station, Raleigh, N. C.

Nagel, W. M.-Mr. Nagel is Forest Supervisor of the Blackfeet, National Forest. Address: U. S. F. S., Kalispell, Montana.
Schreck., R. G.-After graduation Mr. Schreck entered the

Forest Service, acting as Forest Assistant and Examiner on the
Superior National Fore1,t and later as Forest Supervisor on the
Michigan National Forest. At present he is 'Forest Supervisor of
i-he Huron National Forest, with headquarters at East Tawas,
Michigan.
Sterett, J. C.~E. I-I. Steffen tells us that Sterett is a, real
estate dealer at Villla Pal-k, Illinois.
Van Boskirk, S® S.-Since graduation he has been employed
with the Forest St-JIrViCe and iS now located on the Manti National Forest at EDhriam, Utah.

wolf, E. T.-1since graduation he has been employed with
the Forest Service and served for a time as Assistant Deputy

PROTECTION - COMFORT CONVENIENCE
All These and More

in the

FILSON
CRUISING
COAT
You men who, by
reason of your calling, spend most of
your time in the open, will find this Filson Cruising Coat
particularly fits your needs. Made of Shedpel Khaki.
Will shed a lot of water and is wind-proof and neatappearing. Also made of Genuine Forestry Cloth, a

material that, is without a superior-for warmth, comfort, long wear and protection under severest weather
conclitions.

The pocket arrangement is particulary pleasing. Five
in all-the one clear across the back, open on either
side, giving opportunity to carry heavy loads without
inconven,ience. ItJs really surprising how much may
be taken on the trip without handicap by reason o£
the adequate, well-placed pockets.

Order either fabric desired 1 inch larger than white
collar measure.
Tfie Filson line of Better Outdoor Clothing includes:
FILSON LACED BREECHES
FILSON HUNTING COAT
FILSON MACKINAW CRUISING COAT

-and for greatest sleeping comfortFilson Famous Sleeping Bag
All these items, and many more, are featured in our free, illustrated catalog. Send for your copy today.

a. C. FILSON CO.
1005-10O7 First Ave.

Seattle, Washington

<<Mbght as TifJed Halve the Best"
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Supervisor on the Lolo National Forest. At present is supervisor of the Fend Oreille National Forest at Sand Point, Idaho.
Wolven, R. M.-He is a salesman fo1~ the Standard Oil Co.,
at Santa Ana, Calilaornia.
1915

Bode, I. T.-fie is Extensiori Professor of Forestry at Iowa
State College and is promoting for-estry work throughout tfie
state.

Hanse1, H. E.-Iie is county eng`ineer and consulting drainage engineer at Bloomfield, Iowa.

Harley, Wm. P.~After working for the U. S. Tmdian Service for a number of years, he accepted a position with the J. C.
Baldridge Lumber Co., in which he is department manager.
Address : 1145 West, New York Ave., Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Hicks, L. E.-At prer5ent engaged in real estate business at
Detroit, Michigan.

Smith, R. P.-When last heard from he was still in teaching work.
1916

Cassidy, H. O®~He has been with the Forest Service continuallv since graduation, specializing in grazing. At present
he is Aussistant Supervisor on the Apache National Forest. Address : Springerville, Arizona.

Cornell, Harvey H.-At present he is Landscape Architect
and Vice-President of the Morell Nichols, Inc.
2nd Ave. South, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Address: 1200

Geisler, Max-ls advertising manager of the Harry Alter
Company.

Address : 1021 Ainslee Street, Chicago, Illinois.

McCarthy, C. C.-McCarthy is city engineer, located at
Ames, Iowa.

Plagge, H. H.-At present with the Pomolot,o`y Section of the
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station. Addl-ess : 2215 Stol-m
St., Ames, Iowa.
Plagge, N. C.-~IIe is engaged in private business. Address :
115 Garfield St., Barring'ton, Illinois.

Rumbaugh, W. R.--After graduation he took up landscaping and tree surgery. According to last reports he is farming
at Collins, Iowa.

Stokes, R. R.-He is woods foreman with the Rutledge Timber Co., at Coeur d'Alene, Idaho.

Hartman, G. B.-Employed by the Longbell Lumber Co. at
DeRidder, La., whet_®e he iS Plant SuPerintenClent for the CreOSOt-

ing division.

Henry, Allen S.-Worked for a number of years with the
Northwestern Bell Telephone Co. At present in private business at Sioux City, Iowa.
Velach, C. H.-Last reports indicate that he is still teaching
in Nortlh Dakota.

LEPPERT
sL%LSLBDRETEoDoTTHOOEH

S JEL

EN S

F®F AEE Kinds ®f Saw MiIEs
LIPPERT BITS
with drop forged gro,ove are assured an absolute central bear-

ing in the plate, giving uniform
clearance which means longer
wear. They are of even temper
and uniform finish.

LIPPERT
SHANKS
arre
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forgedJ

a,rLdJ

aJCCu-

rately rmi:IledJ amd, fini,Shed,, fro

80cket8
firmly

8rvugly,

cbrbd,

k8fa,CtiJOlrb.

hard,

bits

give i,a8t,img

8a,t-
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wherb krb8erted,
wheyb used.

rmOr

break

The ease with which a Lippert
Saw operates makes it the
most economical saw made.
Lippert Saws run equally well
with Tractor - Electric - Steam Water or any kind of power.

Lippert Saws are made of the finest steel obtainable, evenly
tempered and accurately balanced; and the workmanship is of the highest quality.
LIPPERT SAWS-SAVE TIME, POWER AND TIMBER

E.T.Lippert Saw Company
PITTSBURGH, PA.
WHERE PRICE AND QUALITY MEET
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1918

Davis, E. M.---After being in the employ of private companies for a number of years, he entered government work and
is now Wood Technologist with the Forest Products Laboratory
at Madison, Wisconsin.
Donahoo, John F.~Donahoo is a salesman with the Valley
Electrical Company at Fresno, California. Address : 3148 Iowa
Awe.

Hadlo`ck, F. D.--Took his M. F. in June, 1923. At present
with the Western Electric Co. of New Jersey in charge of dry
kiln operations.
Poshusta, D. C.-He is with the Long Bell Lumber Co. at
Kansas City, Missouri.
Rehmann, T. W.-Located at Des Moines, Iowa. Engaged
in real estate business. Address: 431 Flynn Bldg.
1920

Deming, Milo H.-After doing Government grazing work
for a number of years he switched to administrative work and is
now Assistant Supervisor on the Wyoming National Forest. Address.I Kemmerer, Wyoming.

Fletcher, R. A.-After working for the U. S. Forest Service
for some time lie resigned and iS now With the ForemanJs Ftlnd
Insurance Co. at Oakland, California.

Hoyer, V. B.-He is principal of the high school at Battle
Creek, Iowa.

Loy, E. C.-He is with the Pacific Northwest Experiment
Station.

Moorhead, John W.-EnteI'ed the lumber business after
graduation. As far as is known he is still with some lumber
company in CalifoI-nia.
Morrell,-F. W.--(ProfessioI]al Deg-fee). He is Assistant
Forester in chargte of Public Relationts. Acldress : Forest Service,
Washington, D. C.

Wall, Lloyd A`--Is doing technical grazing work.
in Ames last IIoml`,coming.
Arizona.

He was

Address.' U. S. F. S., Flagstaff,
1921

Avery, N. C.-As far as is known, he is still with the U. S.
Forest Service in the Black Hills region.
Cormany, C. P.-After graduation he lltas employed by the
Weyerhaeuser Lumber Co. Iie is now buyer and Vice PreJident,
of the Frank Porter' IJumber Co. Addre:ss: 1814 North Central
Park Ave., Chicago, Illinois.
Fiske, V. C.-After t,eaching at Iowa State College for some
time he transferred to Utah LTniversity at Salt Lake,. where he
is teaching botany.

FIRE TOWERS
THE ORIGINAL GALVANIZED STEEL TOWERS for Fil-e
Protection pul®poses-made in various styles to meet every requirement . . . . This picture of an
80-foot tower shows the most populalo type. It has regular stairs
witIl f1-equent landings.
Hand
rails and guards make tlhesf` towers
safe fo1- anyone tO Climb.

The house at the top p1-OVideS
comfo1-t,able quarters for the Ob-

server and protection for big instruments and charts.
Thirty-six-page descriptive booklet of Forest Service Towers sent
upon 1~equeSt . . . .

Write

|I

AERMOTOR CO.
2500 Roosevelt Road

Chicago
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Helm, H. J.-Helm is now making his home in Ames.
Ling, Wen Ming-At pre,l3ent he iS Principal Of the Fukien
School of Agriculture at West Lake, Foochow, China.
Patrick, O. K.-Locatecl at DeRidder, Louisiana, where he
has charge of creosoting work for the Lont3O` Bell Lumber Co.
1922

Eggers, W. C.--Has been employed by the Long Bell Lumber Company since graduation. At present he is with the Sales
Department located at, Des Moines, Iowa.

Fennell, Robert E.-Is employed by the Prudential Life
Insurance Company. Iie is assistant superintendent in charge
of the sales staff. cAddress: 5230 East Washington St., Indianapolis, Indiana.
Moravets, F. L.-He is worki_ng for the ForelJt Service at
the Pacific Northwest Florest Experiment Station. Address : 514
Lewis Bldg., Portland, Oregon.

Mom:s, R. D.-When last heard from, Morris was still with
the Forest Service doing grazing work on the Tusayan Nat,ional
Forest in Arizona.
Pohle, Ed. W.--After graduation he took a master7s degree
from the University of California. At present he is with the
California Development As:ociation. Addrel3S : 863 Waller St.,
Sam Francisco, California.
1923

Dunn, Paul M.-He is now District Forester for the Missouri Forestry Department and is doing fire protection work.
Address : Ellington, Mo.
Prout, Clarence---Prout is employed by the Minne'lJOta Forest Service and is an assistant in Land Classification. Address :
Winkler Apts., Virginia, Minnesota.
Trenk, Fred B.-After taking his master7s degree at Iowa
State, Trenk entered state forestry work in Maryland, where he
is now Extension Forester. Address : College Park, Maryland.
Watkins, E. W.~Received a master7s degree in Forestry at
Ames, in 1924; at present working with the Los Angeles Road
Department. AddI'eSS : 20012 Chase St., Owensmouth, California, R. R. No. 2.
1924

Martin, C. W,-Received his mas1|er7s degree in 1925 and
taught several year-S in the UIliVerSity Of Maine. Now in the
nursery business at Olcl Lyme, Conn.
Miller, A. F.-At present he is Technical Assistant on the
Leadville National Forest. i Address : Leadville, Colorado.

Butter, Frank~IIe is with the Frank Porter Lumber Company at Chicago.

TREE SURGEONS SAVE TREES
Why not acquire all the knowledge you can, and fit
yourself for any contingency? KNOW YOUR JOB
THOROUGHLY.

Grad,1.'uate

8tudermt,8

Park,

New

at

WOrk

Oln

I,argo

StbeT-®.an

York

CJ`.ty.

u8edJ

'in tar ge opel-a,i,ions

Pne,umat,ic

EZrm

toots

¢n

Central

ate

A short course by correspondence or tuition in our day school
will give you a thol®ough knowledge of how to treat the many
ailments of' trees, besides fitting you to do or supervise pruning,
spraying, feeding, and cavity work.
The filling of cavities and
the selection of the right material is essential to the good health
o£ trees. Learn this p1~OfeSSiOn and fit yourself either for promotion in your own field, to join our ol®ganization, or go into

business for yourself as a TREE EXPERT.

Write today for illustrated pamphlet:

Van Yahres School of Tree Surgery
Westbury, Long Island
New York
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1925

Correll, Lynne-He receil7ed his master7s degree in fores`try
in 1926. He is now a ranger on the Stanislaus National Forest
at Toulumne, California.

Durrell, Glen R.-After graduation he entered government
work on the Arkansa,s National Forest. At present he is Supervisor of the Forest Fire Prevention Department of the Dierks
Lumber and Coal Co. Address: De Queen, Arkansas.
Howel1, Joseph-IIas been taking graduate work at Ca,1ifornia. We understand that he received an appointment in District No. 3.
California.

His address has been 1525 Shattuck -Ave., Berkeley,

Lough, W. E.--He is assistant manager of the Sun Lumber
Company at Oxnard, California.
Nelson, DeWitt-Entered tile Forest Service shortly after
graduation. He is now Assistant Supervisor of the Trinity
National Forest. Address : Weaverville, California.
Towne, Chas. A.-He has served as ranger on the Medicine
Bow and Routt National Forests. Now ranger on the Leadville
National Forest at Fairplay, Colorado.
1926

Barnoske, Franc_®s M.-"Barney" is with the Moss Tie and
Timber Co. at ShrelTePOrt, Louisiana.

Clemmensen, N. K.-"Niels" is with the Long Bell Luinber
Company and is in the buying game. Address: Oakdale, Louisiana.
Downey, E. J.~Woods Superintendent of IJOng Bell Lumber Company. Address: Box 126, Coushatta, Louisiana.
Farnsworth, C. E.~-After taking a masterJs degree at Yale,
he returned to the Forest Ser+ice. Address : St. Anthony, Idaho.

Greef, C. H.-Salesman in Ohio and West Virginia for Curtis Companies, Inc.

Address: 327 6th St., N. W., Canton, Ohio.

Harrison, C. L.-IIarrison is a Forest Ranger with the
U. S. Forest Service and is located at Savoy, North Dakota.

Ease,k, Milvoj-He is now Junior F]oorman for the S. S.
Kresge Co. a-I Mason City.
Mason City, Iowa.

Address: 3235 First St., N: W.,

Hogan, Jack B.-"Tessie McGookin" is a Junior riorester
in the U. S. F. S. IIis address: Care Forest Service, Republic,
Washington.
Kouba, Theodore~"RedJs" last address was care Land
Economic Survey, Conover, Wis.

Maclntire, G. S.-"Mac" is working with the Michigan
Land Economic Survey,. Lansing, Michigan.

McKennan, R. B.-Working on a new purchase unit in District No. 9.

Address: Munising, Michigan.

Of interest to those engaged in the study of forestry
and the application of its principles will be our brochure,
"Poles of Ceda1'."

In tIliS form We have endeavored tO Publish available

data on this wood, its structure, preservation, and use
in pole line construction.

The distribution is free to bona-ride members of the
forestry profession. Write us for a copy.

The Mac Gillis & Gibbs Company
General Offices, 1202 Wells Bldg., Milwaukee, Wisconsin

(western Red and Northern White Cedar Poles-Butt Treating)

GO FISHING?
PLAY GOLF?

EVER HUNT?

EVER WEAR
BALLARD)S

fAII Wool and a Yard Widef.
Tl-.at is the StL:ff

ALL WOOL?

I. OMl.age.`ttLdtR;apntcS¬ocfo.I

JACK MINER DOES.
He knows that wool is a nonconductor
of heat, therefore, keeps body cool in
summer and warm in winter.
\

J. O. Ballard & Co.
Malone, N. Y.
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Mollison, Allen-Rumor states that Molly is in the Indian
Service somewhere in Washington. Address : Care Indian Field
Service, Nespelem, Washington.
Pickford, G. D.-At present lie iS in Charge Of a ranger district on the Targee National Forest. Address: Ashton, Idaho.

Svendby, Clarence-Svendby is now in charge of the Forest
Nursery at Washington State Colllege. Address : Pullman, Washington.
Tharp, Orlo E.~Tharp is Forest Ranger on the Olympia
National Forest in charge of timber sales. He visited the department this year. Address : U. S. F. S., Olvmpia, Washington.

west, wm.-"Bill" is a ranger on the ±dahd National For-

est and is located at McCal1, Iclaho.
1927

Fullerton, Nie1-Recently received an appointment with the
Forest Service as a ranger,

Address: U. S. F. S.J Newport,

Washington.
Gibbs, J. A.--Gibbs is Extension Forester and Instructor in
Forestry at the Connecticut Agricultural College. Address:
Storrs, Connecticut.
Hill, Edwin--Ed is still with the Story City Butter Tub Co.
as a salesman.

Acldress: Algona, Iowa.

Hutchins, Cordon C.-IIas a rainbow trout farm now. Address : Route 1, Hendress, Colorado.

Jackson, Marion-IIe is assistant city manager at Iron

River, Michigan.
Latham, O. L.~Latham is in the employ of the Forest Service and is a ranger on the Idaho National Forest. Acldress:
Warren, Idaho.
McKinley, Ray-For a time worked with the IJOng Bell
Lumber Co. At present writing he is with tile Forest Service
doing timber sales work on the Chippewa National Forest in
Minnesota.
McLaren, C. a.-"Mac" is now Chief Forester for the
Tomahawk Kraft Paper Co. Address : Tomahawk, Wisconsin.
Rindt, Charles-"Chtuck" is with the Nekoosa-Edwards
Paper Co., at Butternut, Wisconsin.
Schipul1, Waiter T.-"Red" is a Forest Ranger on the
Whit,e River National Forest. Address : Buford, Colorado.
Turney, Goo.-Returned to Ames to take his master's degree
in 1928. Now workint,a,I with the U. S. Forest Service on the Idaho
National Forest. Address : McCall, Idaho.

Vinton, Everett--Vinton is with the Firestone Rubber Co.,
Liberia, West Africa.
Wiggins, A. V.-"Barney" is doing educational work at
Monrovia, Liberia, West Africa.
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FORESTERS
Don't neglect your friends-

THOSE BOOTS
VI7e'11 Mend Them Fo1' You.

Service of Quality, and a Guarantee of
SATISFACTION
J. W. Linder,

Shoe Repair Shop,

2522 Lincoln Way
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1928

Armstrong, Goo.-When last heard from was with the U. S.
F. S. in California.

Ball, Don R.-Ranger in charge of Moquah purchase area in
Wisconsin.

Address: U. S`. F. S., Park Falls, Wisconsin.

Battel1, Sam-At present is living at 2812 Leek St., Ames,
Iowa, recuDerating from a Visit tO Rochester, Minnesota.
Boeckh, F. E®-Freddie is supervising the planting of some
5,000 acres of bottomland for the Burlington Basket Co. Address : Burlington Basket Co., BurlingtoI1, Iowa.
Ivers9n, Ray C.~IIe is a senior ranger on District No. 9.
Address : Park FallsJ Wisconsin.
Kahler, L. H.-Kah]er is clerk for the Naperville Nurserie+s
E|

of Illinois.

Address : 107 Au\rora Ave., NapeI`Vi11e, Illinois.

Kreager, Paul-He is working for his masterJs degree atJ
Yale.
Lau, Victor--IIas a job as logg`ing engineer.
Crosset Western Co., Kuppa, Oregon.

Address:

Le'pley, Wm.-Iie is taking graduate llTOrk at California in
PsycIIOIOgy.

Lester, Orville F.-Lester is at the Appalachian Forest Experiment Sta+uion doing field work, office computation and compilation. Address: Appalachian Forest Experiment Station,
Ashville, N. C.

Lundberg, R. O.-IIe is lumber tallyman for the Folrest
Lumber Co. at Pine Ridge, Oregon.
McGlade, Jim--IIas a position with the American Telephone
ant Telegl~aph Company. Address: Care Downey Hotel, Oska1oosa, Iowa.

Meginnis, H. a.--IIas a pos]'tion at the Southern Forest Experiment Station as Junior Forester. Address 348 Baronne St.,
New Orleans, Louisiana.

Peters, Geo. J.-"Pete" is salesman in Chicago for a lumber company. Address: IIyde Park Y. M. C. A.,1400 E. 533rd
St., Chicago, Illinois.
Ratliff, Mark-Is with the U. S. F. S. Address: 615 Fremont St., Laramie, Wyo.

Rotty, Roland-Rotty is a ranger on the Nebraska National
Forest. Address: IIalsey, Nebraska.
Sonner, Orvill.e-~We understand that Sonner plans to remain at Hamburg, Iowa, to manage a farm at that place.

Sullivan, Walter F.-Walt is with the U. S. Forest Service
at Truckee, California. He is Forest Ranger on the Tahoe National Forest. Address : Truckee, California.

Wicks, Walter-Walt is with an electric company,. Port
WashiIlgtOn, New York.

MOTIiER'S

QUALITY

NUT

KITCHEN

FOOD

SID

BLACK & WHITE
AFTER THE GAME
BETWEEN CLASSES
AT LUNCH TIME

Any Time When You're Hungry, Try

HAMBURGERS
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Battey, Lawrence-IJaSt Summer WOrkeCI On the Michigan
Land Economic Survey. He has been hangintg around Shelby,
Iowa, all winter. We expect tile attraction tO maI'ry him Soon.
Beveridge, Wilson M.-He is at, p1-eSent directing a timber
sale in Arizona. Adclress : LT. S. F. S., McNary, Ariz.

Chapman, A. a-.-"Chappie" is teacIling Botany at Ohio
State University,
Christense,n, Irving-ForesteI® in Charge Of Selective lOgging
for the Jl!l'I-. ,J. Wallrich Land and Lumber Co. Address: 103
Washington St., Shawano, Wisconsin.
Hansom, Nato B.-For-est g-uard in Intlian Se1'\Tice at Dixon,
Montana.
Holding, Art-Tlle StrOntC]reSt little man in t,he world has

gone "pro". He has been wrestling in northwestern Iowa. Wa,s
in Ames for homecc`ming`.

Address: Burt, Iowa.

Howell, E. M.~"Whoopee" is employecl by Simpson Log'ging Co., Shelton, Washington.
Kulp, J. W.-Working ±'or Northwest P'aper Co., Cloquet,
Minnesota.
McCutcheon, Allen-ttMac'J took a job with the Florest Service and is now located at Norwood, Colo1-aCIO.

Morey, H. F.-At present he is making silvical investigations in Penns.vlvania, but soon expects to go to t,he Washington
office. Adclress: 3437 Woodlancl Ave., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Scholz, H. F.--II-arolcl is personally helping Rapael Zon
at the Lake States Fore-it ExI,eriment Sta'ti'on, Unive1'Sity Farm.
St,. Paul, Minnesota.

EX-STUDENTS
Battell, William P.-Lieutenant, U. S. Marine Corps, Norfolk Navy Yard, Portsmouth, Viloginia.
Garrison, P. M.--Is with the Great Southern Lumber Company, acting as Assistant Forester.
Heine, H. C.-pies:ent address unknown. Has recently
taken the J. F. exam at O. A. Co, Corvallis, Oregon.

Horton, F. V.-Supervisor of the Columbia National Forest
at Vancouver, Washing`ton.
Isch, D. H.~-Forest Ranger on the Super-iOr National Fore:it, Grancl Marais, Minn.
Palmer, H. S.--`Located on the Sitgreaves National Forest,
McNary, Arizona.

Petheram, H. E.-Technical Assistant on the Pike National
Forest, Coloraclo SpI'ingnS, Colorado.

Poch, F. J.~Technical Assistant on tile Black Hills National
Forest, Deadwood, South Dakota.
Wilcox, H. F.-Senior Forest Ranger at Greenville, Calif`oI.nia.

Williams, 'W. K.-Doing extension forestry llTOrk a,t I,he
I/

TTniversity of Arkansas.

Every Student is a Member of Memorial Union

MEMORIAL UNION

SODA BAR and GRILL
Where Good Fellows Get Together

After Classes

After Dinner

Every Student is a Member of Memorial Union

Neverleak Chief

Men's 16-inch True Moccasin Boot, uppers of special

II

BI

TRUEBLOOD'S

waterproofed French Veal,
single vamp construction,
flexible double oak soles,
patented Nelver-Rip Seam
toe piece.
An ideal Forester's Boot, made by W. C.
Russell Company.

CAMPUSTOWN

II
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SEE YOU

TVVICE A MONTH
AT THE

LINCOLN BARBER

SHOP
2502 Lincoln

John Taylor

The fine pipe of generations now kept sweet by the
Hesson Guard
The Hesson Guard is a rigid extenslion of the stem that
screws tightly against the shoulde1- Of the bowl.
The
shank of the pipe is kept clean and dry always. Moisture
cannot condeI]Se and COlleCt. A pipe cleaner frequently
drawn through the metal guard assures an absolutely clean
pipe at all times. And a clean pipe is a sweet pipe!

Every Forester should have a BBBprpipe.

See the

many shapes at

CAMPUS DRUG CO.
Lincoln Way and Welch

Patronize Our Advertisers
The Forestry Club extends its thanks

to the firms that advertise in the "Ames

Forester", for those firms make our
Annual possible.
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"The Ames Forester'J
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Paul Burmyam, the Fore`ster.8'
Patroml Sabrm±.
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Student
Supply Store
TEXT BOOKS
New and Second Hand
g4

919l

We will gladly procure any
Book or Supplies for
you if we haven't
it in stack
9L

9J

9l

PROMPT SERVICE TO
MAIL ORDERS

The Largest Student Store in Iowa
Just South of Campus

